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ABSTRACT PAGE
After the First World War, the United States was seized with a renewed interest in
the nation’s early history, fueling the creation of museums and archives that sought to
document early American life. Photographer Frances Benjamin Johnston created an
extensive pictorial archive o f early American buildings known as the Carnegie Survey of
Architecture o f the South. Unlike the work o f many o f her contemporaries, Johnston’s
archive has fallen into obscurity. Although the Carnegie Survey was exhibited and
praised during Johnston’s lifetime as a precious resource for future generations, it is now
widely unknown and largely inaccessible. This important archive rivals the early work of
the Historic American Buildings Survey and the Farm Security Administration. Johnston
traveled through Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia, and Washington, DC and took 7,248 negatives o f preVictorian buildings. Nearly 3,000 o f these photographs were taken in Virginia.
Johnston’s archive was built on a systematic, research-based model that consulted old
maps, land deeds, and other primary records. The specific methodology used to construct
the Carnegie Survey makes it valuable for a variety o f modern applications. Studies of
regionalism and vernacular architecture will benefit from the inclusion of Johnston’s
fieldwork photographs. Johnston’s survey method led to the creation o f intense regional
concentrations o f photographs grouped by county. Johnston’s interest in common place
structures led to the documentation of an unusually large number o f vernacular buildings
and agricultural outbuildings. Comcribs are depicted with the same documentary respect
given to mansions. The pictorial archive is a rich source o f primary material for use in

the developing technological fields o f digital history, virtual reality, and computer-aided
building recreations. Johnston’s archive is a lost treasure still within our grasp.
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INTRODUCTION

After the First World War, the United States was seized with a renewed interest in
the nation’s early history. This movement continued well into the Great Depression,
fueling the creation o f museums and archives that sought to document early American
life. This documentary impulse also spread to projects addressing modern-day issues,
such as the work o f the Farm Security Administration photographers for Franklin Delano
Roosevelt’s New Deal program. Feverishly active in this time period was Frances
Benjamin Johnston (1864-1952), who designed and created an extensive photographic
archive o f early American buildings known as the Carnegie Survey of Architecture of the
South. Unlike the work o f many o f her contemporaries, Johnston’s archive has fallen
into obscurity. Although the Carnegie Survey was exhibited and praised during
Johnston’s lifetime as a precious resource for future generations, it is now widely
unknown and largely inaccessible. This important archive rivals the early work o f the
Historic American Buildings Survey and the Farm Security Administration photographs
o f Walker Evans. The history o f how Johnston brought her idea of a pictorial building
archive into reality is one o f the great stories o f creativity and perseverance during the
Depression. Most relevant for current scholars, the specific methodology used to
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construct the Carnegie Survey makes it valuable for a variety o f modern applications.
Johnston’s archive is a lost treasure still within our grasp.
A nationally known photographer since 1890, Johnston’s illustrious career
included photography of six successive presidential administrations, portraits o f notables
such as Mark Twain, architectural commissions for McKim, Mead, and White and other
firms, submissions to international expositions, garden photography, and extensive
magazine work. For the last years of her life Johnston worked to document the buildings
o f early America, organizing and completing the Carnegie Survey for the Library of
Congress. Many Americans are familiar with the ongoing Historic American Buildings
Survey (HABS), but few are aware that the Carnegie Survey predated it. The dimensions
o f the Carnegie Survey are vast. Johnston traveled through Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia, and
Washington, DC and took 7,248 negatives o f pre-Victorian buildings. Nearly 3,000 of
these photographs were taken in Virginia, the first state Johnston surveyed and the site of
the earliest permanent English settlement on the Atlantic coast. Johnston photographed
historic structures in 65 Virginia counties, visiting nearly all o f the early settlement areas
and tracing established migration patterns.
The methodology Johnston used to create the Carnegie Survey was very different
from many o f her contemporaries. A popular style in that time period was the
atmospheric, sentimental depiction of old buildings, visible in the work of Wallace
Nutting and Henry Forman. Johnston’s archive was built on a systematic, research-based
model that derived a fieldwork travel itinerary through the consultation of old maps, land
deeds, and other primary records. The data supporting a photograph was important to
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Johnston, and she dedicated a significant amount o f time to preparatory research.
Johnston also worked closely with a number of prominent architects including Thomas
Tileston Waterman, Milton Grigg, and Edmund Campbell. Together they engaged in an
active professional partnership that included collaboration in scholarly publications,
shared fieldwork trips, and the exchange o f expertise. Johnston’s photographs illustrated
many o f their books, and in recognition of her architectural contributions, the American
Institute o f Architects inducted her as an honorary member in 1945.
Johnston composed the photographs using a standardized system that captured the
maximum amount o f information at a site. Building exteriors were photographed from
consistent angles with clear, in-focus compositions that captured architectural details and
surrounding landscape. Interior photographs documented features such as paneling,
mantels, plasterwork, staircases and doorways. When the series o f photographs taken at a
site is seen together, the group o f images leads viewers systematically through the spaces
o f early Americans in a logical, comprehensive manner. Johnston’s survey techniques
led to the creation o f intense regional concentrations o f photographs. The photographs
are grouped by county and document regional microcosms of early building types and the
transmission o f forms through migration. Johnston’s interest in common place structures
led to the documentation o f an unusually high number o f vernacular buildings and
agricultural outbuildings. Comcribs are depicted with the same documentary respect
given to mansions. The Carnegie Survey is a rich untapped resource that could support a
host o f modern applications in a variety o f fields, including studies of regionalism,
vernacular architecture, and as primary material for recent technical innovations such as

5

virtual reality building recreation. Many great treasures must languish for years before
their true value is recognized. It is time to rediscover Johnston’s archive.

Fig. 1 Johnston in the field
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CHAPTER I
CULTURAL CONTEXT

Johnston had an eager audience for her photographs, for American society in the
1920s and 30s was fascinated with the past. Rapid urbanization and modernization led to
increased social isolation and the carnage o f World War I sparked widespread feelings of
nihilism and despair. Faced with a dark present, Americans looked back to their roots for
comforting myths o f a simpler time when virtuous farmers populated the United States.
This veneration o f the nameless “common m an” was a source o f solace for many
Americans, and it fostered a renewed interest in early material culture. In 1918 the critic
Van wyck Brooks wrote, “The spiritual welfare of this country depends altogether on the
fate o f its creative m inds.... The present is a void, and the American writer floats in that
v o id .... Discover, invent a usable past we certainly can .... The past is an inexhaustible
storehouse o f apt attitudes and adaptable ideals.” 1 Many artists began to mine the objects
o f the past for creative inspiration.
The reevaluation o f the American heritage became a cultural phenomenon that
fueled a generation o f collectors o f early American artifacts. In addition to encouraging

1 Van w yck Brooks, “On C reating a U sable Past,” in M odern A rt in the USA: Issues a n d C ontroversies o f
the 20'h C entury, ed. Patricia Hills (U pper Saddle River: Prentice Hall, 2001), 56-7.
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an emotional connection to early Americans, this cultural trend supported a variety of
serious documentary surveys. Leading many of these surveys were individuals who
wished to preserve records o f Am erica’s past that were endangered by the destructive
development o f modernization. Their goal was to amass scientifically ordered archives
for future generations before the primary resources were lost. Henry M ercer collected
over 50,000 objects that documented the “lives and tasks o f early Americans through the
tools that met their needs and wants prior to the Industrial Revolution.” He established
the Mercer Museum in Doylestown, Pennsylvania to exhibit the collection. Nina Fletcher
Little and her husband Bertram amassed an extensive collection o f folk art and
Americana, which they wrote about in periodicals such as The Magazine Antiques and
later catalogued in publications such as Little by Little: Six Decades o f Collecting
American Decorative Arts and Country Arts in Early American Homes.
A federally sponsored documentary project was the Index o f American Design,
part o f Roosevelt’s New Deal Program. Artists were paid to produce over 18,000 highly
detailed watercolor renderings o f objects considered “American Design,” which included
such varied items as a quilts, gates, cigar store figures, tools, ceramics, and furniture.
The directors o f the Index repeatedly invoked Van wyck Brook’s statement when
describing the purpose o f the project.4

2 “G uide to the M ercer M useum ,” (D oylestow n, Pennsylvania: Bucks County H istorical Society), available
from http://w w w .m ercerm useum .oro/m ercerm useum /index.htm l; IN TER N ET.
J N ina Fletcher L ittle’s publications include Little by Little: Six D ecades o f C ollecting A m erican
D ecorative A rts (N ew York: E.P. D utton, 1984); C ountry Arts in Early A m erican H om es, (N ew York:
E.P. Dutton & Co., 1975); N eat a n d Tidy: Boxes a n d Their C ontents U sed in E arly A m erican H ouseholds
(N ew York: E.P. Dutton and Com pany, 1980); and H istoric H ouses: A n A pproach to F urnishing
(N ashville: A m erican A ssociation for State and Local H istory, 1970).
4 V irginia Tuttle C layton, “Picturing a ‘Usable P ast,” ’ in D raw ing on A m e r ic a ’s Past: F olk Art,
M odernism , a n d the Index o f A m erican D esign, by V irginia Tuttle Clayton, Elizabeth Stillinger, Erika
Doss, and D eborah Chotner (W ashington, D.C.: N ational G allery o f Art, 2002), 1.
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Just as Brooks instructed Americans to look to the past for artistic inspiration,
many in this time period saw parallels between the folk objects and the forms o f modem
art. Folk/modem became an aesthetic duality, one that combined old and new in a
culturally rich hybrid. O f the individuals actively involved with both folk and modern
art, one o f the most prominent was Abby Aldrich Rockefeller. Instrumental in the
founding o f the Museum o f Modern Art (MOMA), Rockefeller actively championed
modern and folk art through her involvement at MOMA, philanthropy, and collecting.
One o f M OM A’s early exhibitions was “American Folk Art— The Art of the Common
Man in America, 1750-1900.”5 The exhibition catalog, written by folk art expert Holger
Cahill states, “The work o f these men [and women] is folk art because it is the expression
o f the common people, made by them and intended for their use and enjoym ent

it has

/r

little to do with the fashionable art o f its period....” Rockefeller’s personal folk art
collection became the core o f another museum, the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation’s
Abby Aldrich Rockefeller Folk Art Museum, established by her husband in 1952.
Biographer Bernice Kent, author of Abby Aldrich Rockefeller: The Woman in the
Fam ily, describes the shared taste for folk and modern art common among Rockefeller’s
peers: “She saw the relationship between contemporary art and the simplified shapes,
arbitrary perspective, and bold colors o f folk art. From the modern artist’s viewpoint,
this was a decided departure from the highly ‘realistic’ coloration o f representational art
o f previous years. For those artists adventurous enough to break from the academic
tradition... [folk art] could legitimize their own experimentation.”

7

5 B ernice Kent, A b b y A ldrich Rockefeller: The Woman in the Fam ily (N ew York: Random House Trade
Paperbacks, 2003), 322.
6 Ibid., 322.
7 Ibid., 323.
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A major public works project that drew on these attitudes to create a new body of
artistic work was the photography office of the Farm Security AdministrationResettlement Administration. A small team o f photographers led by Roy Stryker, the
stated mission o f the office was to document the effect of New Deal relief programs.
Instead, the project became a massive documentary exploration o f the American people,
their folkways, local traditions, and resiliency in the face o f the Great Depression.8 The
FSA photographs, as they are commonly known, are most useful as records o f the United
States in the 1930s, which reflects the photographers’ concern for Am erica’s present and
future. For them, the past was a creative springboard that could help guide future
development.
Several FSA photographers actively exhibited an interest in the dual folk/modern
aesthetic. Walker Evans collected signs as folk art and often included signs, commercial
paintings, and buildings in his photographs.9 Judith Keller writes in the introduction to
Walker Evans: Signs, “His preoccupation with signs extended beyond the graphic
elements and significant texts they might provide. He admired signs as objects, he
collected them (whether from street comers or antiques shops), and, in the early 1970s—
well before Post-modernism had arrived— he exhibited signs, sometimes next to his own
photographic representations o f them.” 10 Folk objects and buildings are aesthetic
inspirations for Evans’ modem sensibilities, not worth documenting solely for their own
merit. His compositions are highly formal and stylized rather than rendered in a
journalistic documentary manner. The carefully composed abstract shapes reveal Evan’s
8 F. Jack H urley, P ortrait o f a D ecade: Roy Stryker a n d the D evelopm ent o f D ocum entary Photography in
the Thirties (N ew York: Da C apo Press, Inc., 1972).
9 Belinda Rathbone, W alker Evans: A Biography (Boston: H oughton M ifflin C om pany, 1995), 289-90.
10 Judith Keller, introduction to W alker Evans: S ig n s, by A ndrei C odrescu (L unenburg, V erm ont: The
Stinehour Press, 1998), ix.
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interest in folk forms as they related to the similar forms of modern art. Biographer
Belinda Rathbone writes, “like the subject matter o f his photographs, Evans’ selection of
these objects endowed them with an aura that transcended their original purpose or
content. ‘The point is,’ as he explained in a wall label, ‘that this lifting is, in the raw,
exactly what the photographer is doing with his machine, the camera, anyway,
always.’” 11 FSA affiliated photographer and painter Ben Shahn shared Evans’
fascination with hand-painted folk signs, often devoting an entire photograph to a single
sign. 12
Johnston was certainly not the only person photographing buildings in this time
period. Berenice Abbot documented the modem New York cityscape, and Margaret
Bourke-W hite photographed elegant compositions o f industrial mass-production inside
factories.

IT

.
♦
*
Johnston commented on Bourke-W hite’s photography m an interview,

contrasting the complicated angles o f her photographs to Johnston’s straightforward
compositions with the statement, “I leave the trick angles to Margaret Bourke-White and
the surrealism to Salvador Dali.” 14
The artist Charles Sheeler is best known for his photographs and paintings of the
Ford M otor Company Plant at River Rouge. Much of Sheeler’s work involves industrial
architecture, but like Walker Evans, he was inspired by the similarity o f folk and modern

11 R athbone, W alker Evans, 290.
12 Jenna W ebster, “ Ben Shahn and the M aster M edium ,” in Ben S h a h n ’s N ew York: The P hotography o f
M odern Times, by D eborah M artin Kao, Laura K atzm an and Jenna W ebster (N ew Haven: Yale U niversity
Press, 2000), 79.
lj Stephen B ennett Phillips, M argaret Bourke-W hite: The P hotography o f D esign 1927-1936 (New York:
Rizzoli, 2003).
14 B ettina Berch, The Woman b eh in d the Lens: The Life and W ork o f Frances B enjam in Johnston, 18641952 (C harlottesville: The U niversity Press o f V irginia, 2000), 140, quoting from the Tim es P icayune N ew
O rleans States M agazine, 2 N ov. 1947; The Collection o f Francis Benjam in Johnston, The Library o f
C ongress, M anuscripts D ivisions, W ashington, D.C., reel 37.
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form s.15 With the help o f Henry Mercer, Sheeler rented a colonial house in Doylestown,
Pennsylvania as a weekend residence.16 While in Pennsylvania Sheeler would visit
M ercer’s museum and study the contents of the collection.

17

Sheeler collected folk

objects himself, especially items made by the Shaker community, explaining, “I don’t
like these things because they are old but in spite of it.... I’d like them still better if they
were made yesterday because then they would afford proof that the same kind o f creative
power is continuing.”

1R

He included the house and his collected objects in photographs

and paintings such as Americana. Charles Brock, author of Charles Sheeler: Across
M edia, notes, “The B uck’s County librarian who in 1908 produced the detailed
description o f the Doylestown house wanted to document the actual structure. In 1917
Sheeler’s primary aim was to select elements o f the house and arrange them, using
various strategies and techniques, for the purpose o f creating compelling works of art.” 19

15 Charles Brock, C harles Sheeler: A cross M edia (W ashington, D.C.: N ational G allery o f Art, 2006);
M artin Friedm an, C harles Sheeler (N ew York: W atson-G uptill Publications, 1975); Karen Lucic, Charles
S heeler a n d the C ult o f the M achine (C am bridge: H arvard U niversity Press, 1991); Patterson Sims,
C harles Sheeler: A C oncentration o f W orks fro m the P erm anent Collection o f the W hitney M useum o f
A m erican A rt (N ew Y ork: W hitney M useum o f A m erican Art, 1980).
16 Sim s, C harles Sheeler, 3.
17 Friedm an, C harles S h eeler, 20.
18 C onstance Rourke, C harles Sheeler: A rtist in the A m erican Tradition (N ew York: H arcourt, Brace,
1938), 136, quoted in M artin Friedm an, Charles Sheeler, 20.
19 Brock, C harles S h eeler, 33.
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Fig. 2 Americana, oil, 1931 by Charles Sheeler
It is important to note that Johnston was of an entirely different generation from
Evans, Sheeler, Bourke-White, and most of the well-known photographers from the
1930s. When the stock market collapsed in 1929, Johnston was 65. By the time she
finished the bulk o f her Virginia photography for the Carnegie Survey, she was 71. A
comparable figure in the photographic world o f Johnston’s generation was Alfred
Steiglitz, whom she knew and corresponded with on occasion. Johnston entered the
photographic scene very early in its development. Her first camera was a newly
developed Kodak from George Eastman. Johnston participated in the refinement of the
Kodak design through her frequent correspondence with Eastman critiquing features that
needed improvement and offering suggestions.

Thus, when Johnston began pursuing

opportunities to bring about the Carnegie Survey, she was not an unknown woman with a
20 A ssorted correspondence betw een Frances Benjam in Johnston and the Eastm an C om pany, Photographic
M aterials and A pparatus, The C ollection o f Frances B enjam in Johnston, M anuscripts D ivision, The Library
o f C ongress, W ashington, D .C., Reel 3 (hereafter cited as FBJ C ollection).
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camera, but photographic royalty with a professional reputation and forty years of
experience.
A simultaneous popular cultural movement was the Colonial Revival. Instead of
the “common man” that Holger Cahill and other folk art collectors celebrated,
participants in the Colonial Revival were more interested in the “great men” o f Am erica’s
colonial period. The largely reverential attitude o f the Colonial Revival, first made
widely popular during the 1876 Centennial celebrations, expressed nationalistic, anti
modern ideals through adoption of the material culture of colonial America. The former
minister Wallace Nutting became one o f the most prominent figures in the Colonial
Revival. Nutting took sentimental photographs of colonial era houses and staged
interiors, which he published in books such as Virginia Beautiful and transformed into a
successful business selling prints and hand-colored illustrations. He also opened a
furniture factory that reproduced early American designs such as Windsor chairs.

21

Thomas Andrew Denenberg, author of Wallace Nutting and the Invention o f Old
Am erica, writes that Nutting offered a
... soothing, idealized American history— a golden-age past that played
well in an era o f staggering social change. Not only did such individual
purchases as a hand-tinted photograph, a reproduction Windsor chair, an
illustrated book, or a chest of drawers just like Grandmother’s take on
added value as the conditions o f life in the machine age provoked
discomfort and discord, but the package of interconnected images, texts,
and consumer experiences provided a complete antimodem ideology for
the beleaguered middle class. 22
Many newly constructed homes in this era were built in an impressionistic pastiche of
colonial forms that became known as the Colonial Revival style. The focus of the
21 M ichael Ivankovich, The G uide to W allace N utting F urniture (D oyleston, PA: D iam ond Press, 1990);
Wallace N utting G eneral C atalog Suprem e E dition (Exton, PA: Schiffer Lim ited, 1984).
22 Thom as A ndrew D enenberg, W allace N utting a n d the Invention o f O ld A m erica (N ew Haven: Yale
U niversity Press, 2003), 3.
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Colonial Revival movement manifested a particular concern for buildings and the
physical experience o f the colonial era. Colonial buildings were moved, rebuilt, or
installed inside museums. A number o f historical recreations or building assemblages
were established, including Greenfield Village, Historic Deerfield, The Sherburne, and
Colonial Williamsburg. The period rooms at the Metropolitan Museum debuted in 1926,
exhibits o f woodwork and furniture that had been extracted from historic houses to install
within the museum space.

Visitors could walk through a disjointed interior landscape

o f rooms that spanned centuries and cultures. While this practice is now unpopular, those
at the time saw themselves as saving the architectural material and making it accessible to
the public.
Museums were established for a variety of different reasons. Electra Havermeyer
Webb described the creation o f the Sherburne Museum in Vermont, a massive grouping
o f relocated houses filled with early American objects, as a fusion o f her interest in folk
objects with her husband’s interest in old buildings.24 For some, the Colonial Revival
was the expression o f patriotic sentiment or feelings o f guilt about the destructive nature
o f modernity. These museums often functioned as mausoleums for a lost society. In
1926 W.A.R. Goodwin and John D. Rockefeller began taking steps to restore
Williamsburg, Virginia to its colonial appearance. In the article “The Multistoried
House: Twentieth-Century Encounters with the Domestic Architecture of Colonial
Virginia,” architectural historian Camille Wells characterizes the early work at Colonial
2j C alvin Tom pkins, M erchants a n d M asterpieces: The Story o f the M etropolitan M useum o f A rt (N ew
York: E.P. D utton & Co., Inc., 1970), 198-202; Roberta Smith, “ Room s with a V iew o f H istory,” New
York Tim es, 4 January 2000, available from
http://query,nvtim es.com /gst/ful lpage.htm l?res=9902E 2D 7153 A F937A 25752C 0A 9669C 8B 63;
IN TER N ET.
24 Electra H. W ebb, forew ord to The S to ry o f the Shelburne M useum , by Ralph N ading Hill and Lilian
B aker C arlisle (Shelburne: The Shelburne M useum , 1955), iii.
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Williamsburg as more scholarly than other contemporary institutions, with employees
absorbing a “concern for historical accuracy from the copious documentary research.”

25

Johnston worked closely with the architects at Colonial Williamsburg, especially Thomas
Tileston Waterman. Wells notes key differences between W aterman and his colleague
Henry Chandlee Forman, then chief architect for the National Park Service. Forman
“like W aterm an... performed his own fieldwork and made numerous sketches o f the
structures that interested him. Unlike Waterman, whose drafting style was crisp and
clinical, Forman favored freehand representations in a quaint style that articulated his
emotional involvement with the houses he examined.”26 While aspects o f the work of
Waterman, Milton Grigg, and others involved in the restoration o f Colonial Williamsburg
have been superceded by modem scholarship, Johnston was working with the best in the
field.
The 1920s and 30s also witnessed a newfound interest in traditional folk music,
which previously had been practiced in its local communities to little outside attention.
The Carter family o f southwest Virginia gained fame through their interpretations o f folk
songs they collected from the people of the mountain South. Through their radio
performances on a Mexican station whose broadcast range reached across America, the
Carter family introduced many Americans to folk music and bolstered its popularity.

27

The folk singer Woody Guthrie used traditional melodies as foundations for his iconic

25 C am ille W ells, “The M ultistoried House: T w entieth-C entury Encounters with the D om estic A rchitecture
o f C olonial V irginia,” The Virginia M agazine o f H istory and Biography 106, no. 4 (A utum n 1998): 365,
footnote 30.
26 W ells, “M ultistoried H ouse,” 372-3.
27 M ark Z w onitzer and Charles H irshberg, Will You M iss Me When I ’m G one?: The C arter F am ily and
Their Legacy in A m erican M usic (N ew York: Sim on & Schuster, 2002), 3-7.
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original lyrics, which often centered on present day social commentary.28 The career of
ethnomusicologist Alan Lomax also began in this time period, when the 18-year-old
Texan accompanied his father on song collecting trips.

29

Lomax shared a passion for folk music with Guthrie and the Carter family, but his
motivations were different. Although he collected the songs tirelessly over his decadeslong career, his goal was to preserve them in an archive just as they were, not as a
necessary step o f collecting raw material to reinterpret m new creative endeavors. 30 In
his 1940 essay “Music in Your Own Back Yard,” Lomax wrote,
... Songs are our heritage as Americans. Woven in bright strands through
the pattern o f pioneer life, they are part o f the American tradition of which
we are so proud. To-day, almost too late, we realize that they are in
danger o f disappearing. Yet these folk songs can easily be preserved.
You, and all Americans, can find them right in your own back yards....
I’ve made it my jo b ... to collect folk songs. I’ve traveled all over the
country, thousands o f m iles.... 31
Johnston can be seen as a philosophical compatriot of Lomax. Prior to establishing the
Carnegie Survey, Johnston’s forty-year career was filled with documentary projects,
commissions for architectural firms, and a long-standing interest in buildings. Rather
than filling an emotional void for the American public or creating a resource to inspire

28 M ary C atherine Aldin, “ W ay D ow n Y onder in the Indian N ation: W oody G uthrie, An A m erican
T roubadour,” in H a rd Travelin
The L ife and Legacy o f W oody G uthrie, edited by Robert Santelli and
Em ily D avidson (H anover, N ew H am pshire: W esleyan U niversity Press, 1999), 6.
29 Ed K ahn, “Introduction: 1934-1950: The Early C ollecting Y ears,” in A lan Lom ax: selected writings
1934-1997, edited by Ronald D. Cohen (N ew York: Routledge, 2003), 1.
,0 Several years ago the author had the opportunity to assist in the processing o f L om ax’s vast fieldw ork
archive. W hile he was a talented m usician w ho som etim es accom panied his fieldw ork subjects in concert,
Lom ax did not use his fieldw ork m aterial to create new m usic. Ironically, a creative outlet for Lomax
seem s to have been photography. A gifted photographer, L om ax’s archive includes m any im ages o f
fieldw ork subjects both perform ing and in casual poses.
A lan Lom ax, “ M usic in Y our Own Back Y ard,” in A lan Lomax: selected writings 1934-1997, edited by
R onald D. C ohen (N ew York: R outledge, 2003), 48-9.
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new construction, Johnston’s ultimate goal was to document the buildings in a
photographic record before they disappeared.

32

In 1935 Lomax was hired by the Library o f Congress to conduct a Southern
fieldwork trip accompanied by anthropologist, folklorist, and author Zora Neale Hurston,
best known for her novel Their Eyes Were Watching God. Lomax collected songs by
recording them on bulky equipment and Hurston documented local folkways and stories,
many o f which she later incorporated into her fiction.

33

In a 1935 letter to anthropologist

Ruth Benedict, Hurston described their trip:
I am down here in the Everglades collecting material in a fine way. I am
working with Alan Lomax and we are getting some grand material. He
has a new, sensitive recording machine from the library o f Congress and
he is a good operator. I know the material & where to get it.... We are
collecting more than songs. Trying to get as many kinds o f folk
expression as exist.34
The Library o f Congress was a major force in the movement to create documentary
archives for posterity. In 1937, Lomax became the director o f the Library’s Archive of
American Folk-Song.

qc

During the summer o f 1935, Lomax, Hurston, and Johnston were

all in the field collecting material for Library-sponsored projects. While Lomax and
Hurston were documenting Florida’s music and folkways, Johnston was finishing up her
photographic survey o f Virginia buildings before she started fieldwork in other states the
following year.

j2 Interview , Frances Benjam in Johnston interview ed by M ary M ason, 12 February, W RC, N ational
B roadcasting Co., FBJ C ollection, Reel 21.
C arla K aplan, coll. and ed., Z ora N eale H urston: A Life in Letters (N ew York: D oubleday, 2002), 50;
300; 332; 333; 353; 355; 356-7; 359-61; 415; 628-9; Ronald D. Cohen, ed., Alan Lom ax: selected w ritings
1934-1997 (N ew Y ork: Routledge, 2003), 3; “Z ora N eale H urston,” A m erican M em ory, The Library o f
C ongress, available from http://m em ory.loc.gov/am m em /today/ian07.htm l; IN TER N E T.
~’4 L etter from Z ora N eale H urston to Ruth B enedict, 28 June 1935, in Zora N eale H urston: A Life in
Letters, collected and edited by C arla K aplan (N ew Y ork: D oubleday, 2002), 353.
35 K ahn, “ Early C ollecting Y ears,” 2.
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A final project that parallels Johnston’s goals and methodology is the Historic
American Buildings Survey. Both began in the 1930s with the cooperation o f the Library
o f Congress. HABS documentation continues to this day and is actively administered by
the National Park Service. The Library o f Congress is the official repository for HABS
records and the American Institute o f Architects (AIA) serves in a consulting position.
Johnston began independent fieldwork for the Carnegie Survey in 1927 and she
had made a formal arrangement with the Library o f Congress by 1930. HABS began in
1933 when Charles E. Peterson submitted a proposal to the National Park Service for the
*

*

*

•

3

6

documentation o f Am erica’s “antique buildings” by unemployed architects.

The

project received congressional authorization with the Historic Sites Act o f 1935 to
“secure, collate, and preserve drawings, plans, photographs and other data of historic and
archaeologic sites, buildings and objects.”

on

Johnston’s colleague and collaborator

Thomas Waterman later assumed the post of Architectural Director of HABS.

38

W aterman expressed his opinion o f Johnston’s architectural photography in the
acknowledgments o f his book Dwellings o f Colonial America:
Special thanks are due to Miss Frances Benjamin Johnston of
Washington, D.C., and New Orleans, for use o f negatives in her superb
collection at the Library o f Congress o f records o f the early architecture o f
the South, largely financed by the Carnegie Corporation through the
American Council o f Learned Societies. Her technical skill, architectural
39
knowledge, and artistic ability may clearly be seen in her photographs.

j6 “ Scope and B ackground o f the Collections: H istory,” Prints and Photographs Catalog: H A B S/H A ER ,
The Library o f C ongress, W ashington, D.C.; available from
http://lcw eb2.loc.gO v/pp/hhhtm l/hhintro.htm l#pete; IN TERN ET.
37 H arley J. M cK ee, com piler. The H istoric A m erican Buildings Survey: R ecording H istoric B uildings
(W ashington, D.C.: U.S. D epartm ent o f the Interior, N ational Park Service, 1970), 1.
j8 Thom as T ileston W aterm an, The M ansions o f Virginia 1706-1776 (N ew York: B onanza Books, 1945),
403.
,9 Thom as T ileston W aterm an, The D w ellings o f C olonial A m erica (C hapel Hill: The U niversity o f N orth
C arolina Press, 1950), 300.
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The Carnegie Survey and HABS dovetail together both in methodological
approach and in the sense that each archive was created with knowledge of the scope of
the other. Attempts were made to concentrate on buildings that had not already been
documented, especially in the case o f the later HABS. In 1934 Johnston asked Peterson
for his recommendations o f structures to photograph in an upcoming fieldwork trip, and
he sent a list o f “houses... especially important for some architectural feature.”40
Johnston and Peterson even had the same contact at the Library o f Congress. Both
approached Leicester Holland, head o f the Library of Congress Fine Arts Division and
chairman o f the AIA Committee on the Preservation of Historic Buildings. The ultimate
goal o f Peterson’s vision for HABS was the creation o f measured drawings. In
Recording Historic Buildings, Harley M cKee’s compilation o f HABS recording
standards, measured drawings are described as “the ultimate in recording; they should be
made for structures o f outstanding interest whenever the means are available. Such
drawings, made by measuring each part o f the subject, are accurate, to scale, show
proportions accurately, are measurable, highly informative, and can emphasize or deemphasize parts according to their historic importance. Aspects which cannot be
portrayed by photographs (as: floor plans, general sections) or those normally hidden
from the eye (as: construction details) can be recorded by drawing.”41 Although
Johnston’s ultimate goal was the creation o f photographs, the wording o f Peterson’s 1933
proposal reflects markedly similar documentary motivations:
The plan I propose is to enlist a qualified group o f architects and
draftsmen to study, measure and draw up the plans, elevations and details
o f the important antique buildings of the United States. Our architectural

40 L etter from Charles Peterson to Frances Benjam in Johnston, 16 M arch 1934, FBJ C ollection, Reel 11.
41 M cK ee, R ecording H istoric B uildings, 21.
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heritage o f buildings from the last four centuries diminishes daily at an
alarming rate. The ravages of fire and the natural elements together with
the demolition and alterations caused by real estate 'improvements' form
an inexorable tide of destruction destined to wipe out the great majority of
the buildings which knew the beginning and first flourish of the nation.
The comparatively few structures which can be saved by extraordinary
effort and presented as exhibition houses and museums or altered and used
for residences or minor commercial uses comprise only a minor
percentage o f the interesting and important architectural specimens which
remain from the old days. It is the responsibility o f the American people
that if the great number o f our antique buildings must disappear through
economic causes, they should not pass into unrecorded oblivion.
The list o f building types . . . should include public buildings,
churches, residences, bridges, forts, barns, mills, shops, rural outbuildings,
and any other kind of structure o f which there are good specimens extant. .
. . Other structures which would not engage the especial interest o f an
architectural connoisseur are the great number o f plain structures which by
fate or accident are identified with historic events.42
Johnston articulated her motivations for starting the Carnegie Survey in a 1940s radio
interview with Mary Mason o f the National Broadcasting Company. She recalled,
The idea o f this research came to me several years ago when I
returned to Virginia to photograph some o f the famous James River
estates. W herever I traveled I came across tragic examples o f decay and
neglect. Often, too, fire had destroyed and left no trace o f some o f these
once-beautiful homes. O f course, the most noted manors in Virginia have
been photographed often and well. But the old farm houses, the mills, the
log cabins o f the pioneers, the country stores, the taverns and inns, in short
those buildings that had to do with the everyday life o f the colonists had
been overlooked. In fact, no photographic records of them existed.43
The Library o f Congress has recently completed digitizing the records o f the
Historic American Buildings Survey and the later Historic American Engineering Record
(HAER) for online access. In addition to the word-searchable website, the records are

42 “ Scope and B ackground o f the Collections: The V ision o f Charles E. Peterson,” Prints and Photographs
Catalog: H A B S/H A ER , The Library o f Congress, W ashington, D.C.; available from
http://lcw eb2Joc.gO v/pp/hhhtm l/hhintro.htm l#pete: IN TER N ET, citing Peterson, Charles E. to the D irector,
U nited States D epartm ent o f the Interior, O ffice o f N ational Parks, Buildings, and Reservations,
W ashington, D.C., N ovem ber 13, 1933. Reprinted in the Journal o f the Society o f A rchitectural H istorians
16, no. 3 (O ctober 1957): 29-31.
4-1 Interview , Frances Benjam in Johnston interview ed by M ary M ason, FBJ C ollection, Reel 21.
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also available for study in the Prints and Photographs Reading Rooms at the Library of
Congress in Washington, D.C. The materials include scanned images of “measured
drawings, black-and-white photographs, color transparencies, photo captions, written
history pages, and supplemental materials.”44 Since the project’s inception in 1933, some
“350,000 measured drawings, large-format photographs, and written histories for more
than 35,000 historic structures and sites”45 throughout America have been recorded. The
Carnegie Survey spanned only ten years, but it generated 7,248 negatives o f historic
structures in nine states and the District of Columbia. Johnston’s photographs for the
Carnegie Survey are available for study in the Prints and Photographs Reading Room at
the Library o f Congress or in a 1984 microfiche edition o f the survey owned by some
university libraries.

44 “ Scope and B ackground o f the C ollections,” available from
h ttp ://lcw eb 2 .loc.gov/pp/hhhtm 1/hhintro.htm l#pete; IN TERN ET.
45 Ibid.
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CHAPTER II
FRANCES BENJAMIN JOHNSTON, ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHER

The roots o f the Carnegie Survey go back to the very beginning of Johnston’s
career. Some o f her earliest projects were photographic surveys o f federal buildings and
commissions to document the work of architectural firms. Johnston grew up in the
government culture o f Washington, D.C. Although she was born in West Virginia in
1864, at an early age her family moved to Washington, D.C., where her father worked for
the Treasury Department and her mother wrote a column for the Baltimore Sun under the
pseudonym “The Lady Correspondent.”46 Johnston was their only surviving child, and
she grew up in this educated, urbane household with her parents and Aunt Nim, her
m other’s widowed sister. Johnston inherited her m other’s talent with words, winning a
poetry contest sponsored by St. Nicholas Magazine while a teenager and possessing a
distinctive writing voice throughout her life.47
Johnston planned to become a professional artist. In her late teenage years her
parents sent her to Paris to train at the Academy Julian, which was one o f the few schools

46 18 7 0 U.S. Federal Census available from w w w .ancestry.com ; IN TER N ET; Berch, Life a n d Work o fF B J ,
7-13; Frances A ntoinette Johnston, assorted articles by “The Lady C orrespondent,” Baltim ore S u n , FBJ
C ollection, Reel 27.
47 C ertificate, Editorial Rooms o f St. N icholas, and new spaper clipping, n.d., FBJ Collection, Reel 3.
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that allowed female students to draw from nude models.48 After several years in France
Johnston returned to Washington to embark on a career as an illustrator.49 Art Nouveau
illustration was at the height o f popularity, particularly works in the style o f Alfonse
Mucha and Toulouse Lautrec.50 No surviving illustrations by Johnston have been found
from this time period, but it is possible her work resembled the illustrations o f Aubrey
Beardsley, an English artist whose work she admired.51

Fig. 3 Cover Design fo r Sm ither’s Catalogue o f Rare Books,
pen and ink, 1896 by Aubrey Beardsley

48 Berch, Life a n d Work o f F B J, 12-3.
49 Berch, L ife a n d Work o f FBJ, 12-3; Frances B enjam in Johnston, “N otes for inform al talk by Frances
B enjam in Johnston at the Q uota C lub dinner, February 20th 1936,” FBJ C ollection, Reel 21.
50 G hislaine W ood, “The Age o f Paper,” in A rt N ouveau: 1890-1914, edited by Paul G reenhalgh (London:
V & A Publications, 2000), 149-53.
51 A ubrey B eardsley is included in a collection o f typed notecards o f poster artists in Jo h n sto n ’s personal
papers. Jo h n sto n ’s friend M ills T hom pson also has a card. B eardsley’s card contains a quote from The
Poster, (Jan. 1896), stating, “A ubrey B eardsley’s posters, like his other draw ings, are im possible things, but
this very quality m akes them o f the greatest value for advertising purposes. They have a sort o f nightm are
appearance, a w eirdness, w hich has caused his artistic conceptions to be com pared to P oe’s literary
fantasies.” N otes, FBJ C ollection, Reel 28.
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Beardsley, who died o f tuberculosis at the age of 25, nonetheless left a large
portfolio o f pen and ink works on paper, illustrated books such as Oscar W ilde’s Salome,
•

•

•

*

and was the founding editor o f the controversial literary journal The Yellow Book.

52

•

His

work is characterized by what critics described as his “mastery o f pure line” and intricate
decorative detail.

53

As his illness left him confined in bed much o f the time, the

compositions are frequently set inside rooms and include furniture and architectural
elements such as fireplaces, molding, and window treatments.54 Dominant features in
Beardsley’s artwork such as careful compositions, stark linearity, and attention to
background architectural details are also present in the photographic style Johnston
developed. Indeed, Johnston turned to photography after she found she could not express
herself fully in the medium o f drawing. In a perhaps mythologized story, Johnston wrote
George Eastman in the 1880s asking for camera recommendations and Eastman in return
sent her an early Kodak.55 Johnston described what she considered her inspiration to
enter photography in a 1936 speech:
I knew how perfectly terrible my sketches and drawing were, there was no
light o f encouragement anywhere. Photography, on the other hand, in the
beginning, I did not take seriously at all. I met at that crucial time a lady
with a new hand camera and a large gift of self esteem, in the days when
hand cameras were almost museum pieces, and so clumsy in size and
shape that it was thought that only a great, big he-man was competent to
operate its complicated mechanism. This accepted idea gives one
understanding o f the pinnacle of achievement on which my friend, Mrs.
Blank, had placed herself.... My reaction to her achievem ent... became
the definite turning point in my whole career. My thought, I remember as
clearly as it happened all those long years ago, and it ran about like this:—

52 Peter Raby, A u b rey B eardsley a n d the N ineties (London: Collins & Brow n, 1998).
5j Ibid., A u b rey B eardsley, 1 15.
54 R.A. W alker w rites, “For him it was from draw ing-table, to sofa, to bed. Even a carriage to an evening
concert w as taken in great trepidation. How m any o f his draw ings are o f interiors, or conceived in formal
gardens.” R.A. W alker, coll. and ed., The B est o f B eardsley (London: C hancellor Press, 1948), 20.
55 Berch, Life a n d Work o f F B J, 15.
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“If that fluffy self-conceited Mrs. Blank can make good photographs, I
can, TOO!”56
Johnston took classes from Thomas William Smillie at the Photography Division at the
*
nearby Smithsonian Institution
and opened a photographic studio. 57

Following her return from Paris, Johnston was active in the Washington arts
community, a member o f the bohemian group “The Push” as well as the Arts Club of
Washington. Many o f her close friends came from this scene, such as Mills Thompson,
an illustrator who worked on the 1896 decoration o f the Library o f Congress and also
designed posters to advertise Johnston’s business. Johnston’s circle was not confined to
her fellow artists, however. Throughout her life she possessed a skill for networking and
social code switching that rivaled that o f a professional diplomat, a talent that would
prove invaluable throughout her career. Johnston was equally proficient in the company
o f artists and high society ladies, farmers and presidents. In Architecture in the United
States, architectural historian Dell Upton observes, “Those architects with the greatest
artistic reputations usually create distinctive personae that are as well known to the public
as their architecture.” 58 Johnston seems to have employed the same technique. Many
accounts attest to her colorful character. Johnston was witty and persuasive, and she
generally achieved her goals through carefully crafted letters, well-prepared interviews,
and hard work. She created a unique public personality that was independent o f societal
modes o f behavior, thus allowing her to relate successfully on her own terms with the
wide range o f humanity her work brought her in contact with.

56 Frances B enjam in Johnston, “N otes for inform al talk by Frances Benjam in Johnston at the Q uota Club
dinner, F ebruary 20th 1936,” FBJ C ollection, Reel 21.
57 “ B iographical,” Frances B enjam in Johnston Collection Finding aid,” FBJ C ollection, 1.
58 Dell U pton, A rchitecture in the U nited States (O xford: O xford U niversity Press, 1998), 264-5.
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Figs. 4 and 5 Mills Thompson 1896 illustration o f Johnston and
Thompson at work on a commercial poster for Johnston’s business
Johnston’s voluminous manuscript collection contains few personally revealing
documents, an indication o f her carefully crafted professional image. She was very close
to her mother, who frequently traveled with her on location until her death in 1920.59 The
bulk o f the documents in Johnston’s manuscript collection at the Library o f Congress are
notes generated for photographic projects, copies o f the articles Johnston published, and
correspondence to business contacts and acquaintances.
Johnston’s familiarity with the inner workings o f the federal government and her
parents’ connections helped her attain what some have called the status of “photographer
to the American court.”

She captured six successive presidential administrations on

film, gaining special access to the Theodore Roosevelt household.61 Johnston also made
a name for herself as a portraitist, garden photographer, and with her attendance at the

39 Berch, Life a n d Work o f F B J , 48, 94.
60 K ay and Sue T hom pson, “First Lady o f the Lens: The pioneer o f cam era journalism is too busy to stop,”
The W om an w ith W o m a n ’s D igest (D ec. 1945): 61, FBJ C ollection, Reel 34.
61 A ssorted m anuscript m aterial, FBJ C ollection, Reels 21 and 35.
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1900 Paris Exposition, a participant in the international photography scene. She also
took on special projects such as the photographic illustration o f Edith W estcott’s New
Education Illustrated series o f progressive education handbooks. 62 Throughout these
years, Johnston followed in her m other’s journalistic path by writing articles illustrated
by her photographs. These articles were published in popular magazines such as
D em orest’s and H arper’s Weekly and covered a wide range o f topics from a visit to the
U.S. M int to a dangerous, pioneering photographic expedition into Mammoth Cave in
West Virginia.

Personal letters to Johnston from fans who read these features indicate

that her work was widely known and admired.64
A large percentage o f Johnston’s output involved photography o f buildings.
Between 1889 and 1906 Johnston took 499 photographs o f the White House. The
catalogued images in the Library o f Congress finding aid describe varied subjects
including “exterior views and floor plans. Interiors, including East Room, Green Room,
Blue Room, Red Rooms, dining rooms, unidentified formal rooms, corridors and
vestibules, President’s office and library, bedrooms and nursery, Cabinet Room, staff
offices and work areas, and conservatory. Paintings, decorative pieces, and sculpture.
Gardens, grounds, and outbuildings; outdoor events, such as receptions.”65 Lot 11727 in
the Johnston collections consists o f 2,176 photographs o f Washington, D.C. architecture
and views taken between 1890 and the 1940s, “including government buildings,

62 Edith W estcott, N ew E ducation Illustrated , FBJ Collection, Reel 33.
Frances B enjam in Johnston, “Through the Coal C ountry w ith a C am era,” D e m o re st’s F am ily M agazine
N o. C C C X L V , Vol. X X V III, no. 5, (M arch 1892), FBJ Collection, Reel 33; Berch, Life and Work o f FBJ,
16-8.
64 L etter from M iss D.H. O rm shee to Frances B enjam in Johnston, 18 O ctober 1897, FBJ C ollection, Reel 4;
Letter from M iss E lla Sylvia to Frances Benjam in Johnston, 29 O ctober 1897, FBJ Collection, Reel 4.
65 “ LC C A L L NO .: LOT 1 1350 W hite House, W ashington, D .C .,” Frances Benjam in Johnston C ollection
Finding aid ,” FBJ C ollection, viii.
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museums and libraries, residences, commercial buildings, schools, churches,
organizations’ buildings; includes views of interiors, furnishings, architectural elements.
Monuments; gardens; street scenes. A few o f government housing during World War I,
Center Market, and flood conditions. Portraits included in some views of sites.”66
Architects hired Johnston to document restoration work.

In 1898, the American

Institute o f Architects (AIA) rented the neglected Octagon building in Washington, D.C.
designed by W illiam Thornton for the Tayloe family in 1799. Thornton was also the
architect o f the United States Capitol building. 68 Five years later when the AIA was able
to purchase the Octagon, they began a restoration project.69 The AIA commissioned
Johnston to document the house’s pre-restoration condition and the restoration process,
information conveyed in photographs such as Johnston’s images o f the entrance vestibule
before and after cleaning. 70

66 “LC C A LL N O .: LO T 11727 W ashington, D.C. architecture and view s,” Frances Benjam in Johnston
C ollection Finding aid,” FBJ C ollection, ix.
67 G eorge M cC ue, The O ctagon: B ein g an A ccount o f a F am ous W ashington Residence: Its G reat Years,
D ecline & R estoration (W ashington, D.C.: A m erican Institute o f A rchitects Foundation, 1976), 74.
68 Ibid., 4.
69 Ibid., 71-3.
70 Ibid., 70-91.
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Figs. 6 and 7 Johnston’s 1898 photographs for the American Institute o f Architects
o f the Octagon’s entrance vestibule before and after cleaning
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Around the turn o f the century Johnston increasingly began accepting
commissions from active architecture firms to document their new buildings. The firm of
McKim, Mead, and White frequently hired Johnston to photograph their recent work in
New York. Charles Follen McKim was the president of the AIA during the purchase of
the Octagon when McKim, Mead, and White were simultaneously working on the
restoration o f the Roosevelt administration White House.

71

Johnston was intimately

connected with the Roosevelts, the White House, and the Octagon, so these projects may
have led to a long-term working relationship with McKim, Mead, and White. An
undated lecture written in the third person by Johnston titled “The Old World Gardens”
describes this transition to an increased emphasis on architectural photography over
portraiture in her practice:
In this atmosphere, with the national capital filled with interesting and
distinguished people, Miss Johnston did portraits o f many celebrities and
prospered gloriously, until photography became commercial. Interest
disappeared. On the horizon the photographer staff o f every great daily
loomed ominous, and Miss Johnsto[n] came to New York at the request of
79
architects, famous men— John Carr[i]ere, [Charles] F. Me Kim, and
other great architects. She became official photographer for the New
79
Theatre and big architectural undertakings.
The finding aid catalog listing for the New Theater lists 7 photographs taken circa 19091910 o f “exterior and interior o f theater (also known as Century Theater), including
friezes, murals, [decjorated arches, ceiling, columns, foyer.”74

71 Ibid., 71-3.
72 The typescript says “John F. Me K im ,” but C harles Follen M cK im is likely the individual referred to. A
p o rtrait taken by Johnston exists. He died in 1909, w hich places Jo h n sto n ’s architectural com m issions
starting before that date. John C arriere was a partner in the architectural firm C arriere and H astings.
7-1 Frances B enjam in Johnston, “The O ld W orld G ardens,” FBJ C ollection, Reel 21.
74 “ LC C A LL NO.: LOT 3611+ [N e]w Theater, N ew Y ork, N .Y .,” Frances Benjam in Johnston Collection
Finding aid,” FBJ Collection, iv.
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Johnston’s interest in buildings extended beyond lucrative commissions into her
personal life. Early in her career, she built a two-story brick studio with a skylight.

nr

The

building served as her darkroom, office, studio, and salon for socializing with friends.
The Library o f Congress collection includes 154 photographs o f this space taken between
1890 and 1913. The images depict “interiors o f studio located at 1332 V St. N.W.,
showing furnishings, art objects, photographic equipment, architectural details, and
Johnston with friends. Garden.”

1f\

At the same time Johnston was creating the Carnegie Survey she was also
working to restore an old rowhouse purchased in the Georgetown area o f Washington,
D.C.77 Johnston simultaneously ran an architectural salvage business, buying mantels
and paneling from houses that were being knocked down and selling the material to
restorationists.

no

^

#

Publication o f Johnston’s early Carnegie photos led to a friendship with

G.B. Lorraine, a Richmond, Virginia realtor who specialized in selling old homes to
clients immersed in the romance o f the Colonial Revival movement. Lorraine shared the
names and locations o f obscure colonial houses with Johnston. The Virginia fieldwork
for the Survey developed Johnston’s knowledge o f the current colonial-era real estate
stock, and in her letters she gave him tips for houses to sell and restore.

7Q

Johnston’s own

restoration project in Georgetown was hampered by a combination o f bad workmen,

75 B erch, Life a n d Work o f FBJ, 23-4. Berch w rites, “The studio was tw o stories, with office, w orkroom ,
and darkroom on the ground floor. The w hole seven hundred square feet o f the second floor was designed
as open studio space. For the convenience o f visitors, a special covered staircase provided access to the
second floor directly from the outside” (24).
76 “ LC C A LL NO .: LO T 11738 Frances B enjam in Jo h n sto n ’s photographic studio, W ashington, D .C .,”
Frances B enjam in Johnston C ollection Finding aid,” FBJ Collection, xi.
77 B erch, Life a n d Work o f FBJ, 109.
78 Ibid., 119-21.
79 A ssorted correspondence betw een G. B. Lorraine and Frances Benjam in Johnston, FBJ C ollection, Reel

11.
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dishonest tenants, and her own meager resources.80 At the completion o f the Carnegie
Survey, Johnston left Washington, D.C. and moved to architecturally rich New Orleans.
Johnston bought an old house on Bourbon Street where she lived until her death in 1952.

Fig. 8 Johnston’s House, Arkady, at 1132 Bourbon Street
New Orleans, Louisiana

80 B erch, L ife a n d W ork o f FBJ, ! 09-10.
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CHAPTER III
THE MAKING OF JOHNSTON’S ARCHIVE

The beginnings o f the Carnegie Survey occurred in Fredericksburg, Virginia in
1927. In the interview with Mary Mason, Johnston described the early development of
her effort to establish the Carnegie Survey: “My work soon brought me into touch with
others who had imagination and the means to support my research. It really began with
my photographic survey at Fredericksburg, Virginia, sponsored by a woman who had
vision and who shared my belief that such records should be made before it was too
late.”

QI

This woman was Mrs. Daniel Devore, who funded Johnston’s 1927 photographic

survey o f the buildings in the town of Fredericksburg. Mrs. Devore lived at the nearby
Chatham estate, and had previously commissioned Johnston to photograph her house.
The Fredericksburg project is crucial as a prototype for the later Carnegie Survey. The
variety o f buildings Johnston documented in Fredericksburg is evident in her later
statewide work. In addition to large estates such as Chatham, Johnston photographed
stores, cabins, outbuildings, taverns, quarters, an apothecary shop, warehouses, a market
square, City Hall, a cemetery, churches, M onroe’s law office, a spinning house, and

81 Interview , Frances B enjam in Johnston interview ed by M ary M ason, FBJ C ollection, Reel 21
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unusual structures such as a garden house and toll-keeper’s house.

o?

The University of

Mary W ashington has digitized a selection o f Johnston’s Fredericksburg photographs and
made them available online at their Department o f Historic Preservation website
(http://departments.umw.edu/hipr/www/fredericksburg/iohnston.htm) (See Table 4 in the
Appendix for a listing o f all photographs taken for the Fredericksburg Survey). In
addition to documenting specific buildings, the project also served to document the urban
landscape o f Fredericksburg, an early colonial town.

Fig. 9 Yates Carmichael Garden House
Fredericksburg, Virginia
82

“Pictures o f F redericksburg by Frances Benjam in Johnston, 1927. List o f Im ages and D escription,”
D epartm ent o f H istoric Preservation, U niversity o f M ary W ashington, Fredericksburg, V irginia; available
from http://departm ents.um w .edU /hipr/w w w /fredericksburg./iohnston.htm ; IN TERN ET.
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A group o f 247 photographs were exhibited in Fredericksburg’s Town Hall in
1929. Multiple images from one site were shown together, and single images of
structures were grouped by building type, such as “Old Dwellings,” “M erchants’ Stores
and Offices,” and “W arehouses.”

Johnston’s manuscript collection includes the

guestbook from the exhibition, which lists the signatures o f 475 attendees. 84 The cover of
the exhibition program reads:
PICTORIAL SURVEY
OLD FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA
OLD FALMOUTH AND OTHER NEARBY PLACES
A Series o f Photographic Studies o f the Architecture o f the
Region Dating by Tradition from Colonial Times to Circa 1830
Made for Mrs. Daniel B. Devore, o f Chatham, as
An Historical Record and to Preserve Something
O f the Atmosphere o f An Old Virginia Town
By FRANCES BENJAMIN JOHNSTON
On View at the Town Hall During May, 1929
Admission Free85
Johnston’s stated motive of making a “historical record” is repeated in the creation of the
Carnegie Survey.
In 1930 Johnston took her portfolio o f Fredericksburg photographs to Leicester
Holland, an architect, C hief o f the Division of Fine Arts at the Library o f Congress, and
chairman o f the AIA Committee on the Preservation o f Historic Buildings. Johnston
donated her Fredericksburg photographs to Holland’s Fine Arts division and proposed the

8’ Frances Benjam in Johnston, “ P ictorial Survey: Old Fredericksburg, V irginia Old Falm outh and O ther
N earby Places. A Series o f Photographic Studies o f the A rchitecture o f the R egion D ating by Tradition
from C olonial Tim es to C irca 1830 M ade for M rs. Daniel B. D evore, o f C hatham , as An H istorical R ecord
and to Preserve Som ething O f the A tm osphere o f An O ld V irginia Tow n By Frances Benjam in Johnston.
On V iew at the Tow n Hall D uring M ay, 1929 A dm ission Free,” Program for the Pictorial Survey o f
Fredericksburg, M ay 1929, FBJ C ollection, Reel 33.
84 G uestbook for the Pictorial Survey o f Fredericksburg V irginia, M ay 1929, FBJ Collection, Reel 28. A
num ber o f the attendees identified them selves as out-of-state visitors.
85 Frances Benjam in Johnston, Program for the Pictorial Survey o f Fredericksburg, M ay 1929, FBJ
C ollection, Reel 33.
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continuation o f the project throughout Virginia. Holland also dreamed o f establishing a
pictorial archive o f American architecture, but had never been able to realize the project
due to lack o f funds, and most importantly, lack of a photographer o f Johnston’s
caliber.86 Holland welcomed Johnston’s proposal and began looking for money.
Although Johnston eventually extended her work throughout the South, choosing
Virginia as the first state to survey was particularly well suited to her project in several
ways. Travel was difficult in the 1930s given a combination o f rough roads and
unreliable drivers. While the fieldwork expeditions were still a physical and financial
hardship for Johnston, who was nearing her seventies, she could reach Virginia locations
with relative ease from her Washington, D.C. studio. The state o f Virginia was widely
regarded at the time as one o f the most culturally important landscapes in America. The
first site o f English settlement at Jamestown in 1607, Virginia boasted a heritage akin to
Massachusetts.
Johnston began establishing herself in the local architectural community.
Thomas T. Waterman, M ilton Grigg, and Henry Brock welcomed Johnston as a
colleague. Surviving correspondence between Johnston and the architects includes the
sharing o f tips about forgotten architectural gems, scholarly information regarding
research o f house types and building sites, plans for fieldwork trips in which they
accompanied Johnston, and affectionate reminisces of past excursions. Waterman and

86 Dell U pton and John V lach stress the im portance o f skilled photography to the study o f architecture in
their introduction to C om m on Places: R eadings in A m erican Vernacidar A rchitecture. T hey argue that
“ Photographs should be abundant and clear so that a landscape or b uilding can be easily understood. High
quality graphic presentation is a significant m easure o f the seriousness and com m itm ent now required in
the study o f the vernacular landscape. It is unlikely that a clear interpretation can ever be made from
evidence that is u n c le a r.... The discipline signaled by m easured plans and m aps and clear, in-focus
photographs is a statem ent o f intellectual com m itm ent.” (Dell Upton and John V lach, eds., C om m on
Places: Readings in A m erican Vernacular A rchitecture (Athens: The U niversity o f G eorgia Press, 1986),
xiv, xv.)
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Brock used Johnston’s photographs to illustrate several o f their books including
Dwellings o f Colonial America, The Mansions o f Virginia, The Early Architecture o f
0 7

North Carolina, and Colonial Churches in Virginia.

Extensive correspondence,

manuscript proofs, and notes reveal Johnston’s involvement in the textual portion o f the
books to have rivaled that o f a co-author. Waterman even credited Johnston as a co
author on the title page o f The Early Architecture o f North Carolina, calling the work “A
Pictorial Survey By Frances Benjamin Johnston With An Architectural History by
Thomas Tileston W aterman.”

00

The book is copyrighted in Johnston’s name. Holland

wrote the foreword to the 1941 work, whose final paragraph is a description of the shared
accomplishments o f the Carnegie Survey and Historic American Buildings Survey:
It is only during the last ten years that the support given by the
Carnegie Corporation o f New York has made possible Miss Johnston’s
magnificent photographic records of southern architecture, and it is only
by the establishment of the Historic American Buildings Survey that Mr.
Waterman has been able to carry out the extensive travel and intensive
study necessary to make clear the threads in the tangled web. I question
whether any artist or archaeologist has ever before searched through the
area o f the state as thoroughly as these two have done, and I am sure that
no others could present the findings in such incomparable pictures or with
such a fund o f technical scholarship. 89
Johnston’s immersion in the network o f Virginia architects established another
important connection for the project— the support o f architect Edmund Campbell at the
University o f Virginia. Campbell was the chair of the University’s Fine Arts Department
and through a series o f negotiations with Holland, it was agreed that the University of
Virginia would receive selections o f Johnston’s photographs for use in scholarly research.
87 “ Publications Featuring Johnston Photos (selected listing),” Frances Benjam in Johnston C ollection
Finding aid, FBJ C ollection, 4-5.
88 Frances B enjam in Johnston and T hom as Tileston W aterm an, The E arly A rchitecture o f N orth C arolina
(C hapel Hill: The U niversity o f N orth C arolina Press, 1941).
89 L eicester B. H olland, forew ord to The E arly A rchitecture o f N orth C arolina, by Frances Benjam in
Johnston and Thom as Tileston W aterm an (C hapel Hill: The U niversity o f N orth C arolina Press, 1941), vi.
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With the support o f the architectural community and with the Library o f Congress and the
University o f Virginia pledging their desire to include the finished product in their
archives, Johnston’s proposal was granted funding by the Carnegie Corporation.
Frederick Keppel, president o f the Board of Directors, seems to have exerted a powerful
influence. Johnston sent him regular letters throughout the development of the Carnegie
Survey informing him o f her progress and the importance o f the work. M ultiple drafts o f
these letters survive, covered with Johnston’s proofreading marks. Fortunately for the
historical record, Keppel greatly admired Johnston’s photographs and early on in the
project purchased a set o f prints o f Virginia sites to frame and hang in his executive
office for all visitors to see. Returning from a visit to New York where she saw the
spectacle, Johnston confided with amusement in a letter to Flolland that “the interview
with Dr. Keppel turned out quite beyond my fondest expectation[s.] He is more
completely sold on the success o f the Survey and knows more about it than anyone else,
if I may make one ranking exception. The framed prints in a very handsome room are
epantant! Simply swell and I was thrilled with them. Dr. Keppel said ‘You know, I am
the son o f a dealer in rare prints and I knew what they would look like framed! ’ Just as
simple as that.”90
Two individuals particularly crucial to the success of the project were Isabella
N eff Burnet and Huntley Ruff. Edmund Campbell was a brilliant but busy man. To her
great frustration, Johnston’s letters and inquiries sometimes sat for weeks before
receiving an answer until Campbell’s secretary, Isabella N eff Burnet, assumed an active
role in the Carnegie Survey of Virginia. Organized, insightful, and above all excited

90 Letter from Frances Benjam in Johnston to L eicester B. Holland, 4 July 1934, FBJ C ollection, Reel 11.
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about the project, Burnet became the de facto researcher for all of the Virginia
photographs, the bulk o f which were taken between 1930 and 1935.91 Burnet joined
Johnston in the meticulous research that went into each photographic fieldwork trip—
compiling lists o f sites that had been documented previously by other photographers,
consulting old land grants and local records, and planning maps of intended sites.

92

Although Johnston would set out for the field armed with a carefully researched list of
historic building locations, she supplemented the itinerary with structures she spotted on
the road. In one interview Johnston confided her young architectural friends joked that
she could smell a house from five miles away. 93 Burnet provided Johnston with the
research, consistency, and intellectual camaraderie needed for the magnitude o f the
Survey. Nearly every letter Burnet wrote to Johnston ends with a word of encouragement
or a compliment about the outcome of a particular photograph, and Johnston sent Burnet
a print of one o f these favorites as a gift.94 Several years into the project when Burnet
planned a trip to Washington, D.C. to see the prints at the Library o f Congress, Johnston
wrote in anticipation to Holland that as Burnet’s “fine co-operation has had a great deal
to do with the success o f the Va. Survey, I hope you will arrange to see that she is
received with very special honors.”95
Johnston traveled along Virginia’s muddy, bumpy, sometimes washed out roads
in a used Oldsmobile, but she didn’t drive it. For Johnston, bom in 1864, the car was a

91 A ssorted correspondence betw een Isabella N e ff B urnet and Frances Benjam in Johnston, FBJ C ollection,
Reel 11.
92 L etter from Isabella N e ff B urnet to Frances Benjam in Johnston, 10 February 1934, FBJ C ollection, Reel

11.
9j Interview , Frances B enjam in Johnston interview ed by M ary M ason, FBJ Collection, Reel 21.
94 L etter from Isabella N e ff B urnet to Frances Benjam in Johnston, 23 A ugust 1934, FBJ C ollection, Reel

11.
95 L etter from Frances Benjam in Johnston to Leicester B. H olland, 2 Septem ber 1934, FBJ C ollection, Reel

11.
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relatively new phenomenon in her long life. Hiring a driver relieved the physical strain
o f travel and allowed Johnston to look out the windows to study the countryside and
scout for sites. Johnston went through a dizzying array o f drivers, including one who
stole her car, but Huntley R uff was a driver she was devoted to and hired whenever he
was available.96 R uff became her favorite through his loyalty, professional demeanor,
and perhaps his interest in the work, hinted at in a photograph o f Johnston taken by
Ruff.

97

In 1934 Johnston wrote to Mrs. Gibbs o f Gibbs Hill in Staunton, Virginia, an

estate she eventually photographed, explaining that her visit was delayed because her
driver had been ill. Rather than hire a substitute driver, Johnston preferred to wait until
R uff had recovered, because as he “understands all about the workings o f my
photographic outfit in addition to being very dependable with my car, his services on an
extended trip w[e]igh as much more important than a further slight dela[y].”98 Like most
o f Johnston’s drivers, R uff was African-American. Johnston’s correspondence to
homeowners in advance o f an overnight visit to a site indicates a steely insistence that her
drivers receive proper accommodations. R uff and Burnet do not share the prestige of
Keppel, Holland and the other powerful men who helped make Johnston’s project
possible, but these two individuals were the ones Johnston worked with most closely on a
daily basis, and whose considerable contributions ensured the success o f the project.
The methodology o f the Carnegie Survey closely parallels the official standards
for recording historic architecture later used by HABS, which are described in Harley

96 L etter from Frances B enjam in Johnston to Edw ard Jones, 4 Septem ber 1944, FBJ Collection, Reel 15,
quoted in B erch, Life a n d W ork o f FBJ, 130; Letter from H untley R u ff to Frances B enjam in Johnston, 3
February 1935, FBJ C ollection, Reel 12; L etter from Frances B enjam in Johnston to H untley Ruff, 16
February 1935, FBJ C ollection, Reel 12.
97 Berch, L ife a n d W ork o f FBJ, 110-1.
98 L etter from Frances B enjam in Johnston to Mrs. G ibbs, 24 A ugust 1934, FBJ Collection, Reel 11;
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M cKee’s The Historic American Buildings Survey: Recording Historic Buildings (See
Tables 1 and 2 in the Appendix for a complete comparison).99 Johnston was concerned
about photographing buildings that had already been documented, so Isabella N eff Burnet
compiled a list o f “photographic collections now existing, covering the counties within
the new survey.” 100 HABS standards also advocate “avoiding duplication,” and note “it
is important to determine what, if anything, has been previously recorded or published in
the given area.” 101 Johnston studied early settlement patterns and colonial roadways to
plan areas to survey. The photographs are organized by county and follow historical
settlement patterns, mirroring the HABS standard to take “geographical distribution into
account” (See Tables 5 and 6 in the Appendix for a listing o f Virginia Carnegie Survey
photographs organized by county).

102

HABS standards stress that “the present state of

historical knowledge about a given structure is an important factor, since it is preferable
to record those about which the most facts are known.” 103 Johnston likewise was careful
to capture historical data. Her manuscript collection contains records o f the owner of
each dwelling she photographed. Typed card catalog records in the Prints and
Photographs Reading Room at the Library o f Congress contain additional information
about the history and ownership o f each site where historical data was available. HABS
standards note the importance o f local cooperation in the recording process, an area
Johnston excelled in. Her skills at social networking, honed through years of experience
in Washington, D.C., were well suited for fostering local cooperation. Johnston

99 M cK ee, R ecording H istoric B uildings.
100 L etter from Isabella N e ff Burnet to Frances Benjam in Johnston, 2 January 1934, FBJ C ollection, Reel

11.
101 M cK ee, R ecording H istoric B u ild in g s, 9.
,02 Ibid., 10.
103 Ibid., 12.
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established contacts throughout the state with individuals whose homes she
photographed. These individuals could provide an introduction to other local
homeowners. Johnston maintained this network o f contacts through written
correspondence and sometimes returned to take additional photographs in a different
season o f the year. Sharing an interest with HABS in structures with industrial
significance, Johnston photographed mills, bridges, warehouses, marketplaces, weaving
houses, and other buildings associated with early technology.104 Johnston shared with
HABS the belief that “an area where a number o f historic buildings is deteriorating, or
where extensive demolition is anticipated, deserves a high priority.” 105 Johnston
photographed ruins, falling-down houses, and even foundations, such as Green Spring in
James City County. She documented fragile outbuildings and vernacular structures.
Many o f these structures were in advanced stages of decline and now no longer exist [see
Fig. 10]. Paralleling the HABS standard to “keep abreast o f expanding scholarly interests
by taking into account... new directions,” Johnston designed a resource with long-range
utility.106 By documenting a wide variety of structures in the built environment,
including diverse specialized outbuildings, quarters, and mills, as well as the gentry
structures favored by scholars in the 1930s, Johnston created an archive that could
support research from future fields o f scholarly study. Through the inclusion of many
different building types, the archive is not bound by the scholarly concerns of the time of
its creation.

104 Ibid., 12.
105 Ibid., 10.
106 Ibid., 10.
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Fig. 10 Quickmore Log Cabin Ruin
Virginia, Amherst County
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CHAPTER IV
REGIONALISM

The methodology o f the Carnegie Survey provides material for the study of
regionalism. Regionalism is defined by historians Edward Ayers and Peter O nuf in their
introduction to All Over the Map: Rethinking American Regions, as “a sense of common
interest and identity across an extended, if indeterminate, space.”

107

Regions are

described as “places where discrete, though related, structures intersect and interact in
particular patterns. The region is climate and land; it is a particular set of relations
between various ethnic groups; it is a relation to the federal government and economy; it
is a set o f shared cultural styles. But each of these elem ents... is constantly changing.”

10 8

The structure o f Johnston’s archive allows scholars to conduct close studies o f a certain
region or compare and contrast throughout the state.
Henry Glassie’s Folk Housing in Middle Virginia demonstrated the potential of
studying buildings with an intense regional focus.109 Regional studies are now standard
in the architectural history canon. Incorporating the photographs in the Carnegie Survey
107 E dw ard L. A yers and Peter S. Onuf, introduction to A ll O ver the Map: R ethinking A m erican Regions,
by E dw ard L. A yers, Patricia N elson Lim erick, Stephen N issenbaum , and Peter S. O n u f (B altim ore: The
Johns H opkins U niversity Press, 1996), 9.
108 A yers and O nuf, A ll O ver the M ap, 5-6.
109 H enry G lassie, F olk H ousing in M iddle Virginia: A Structural A nalysis o f H istoric A rtifacts, 2nd ed.
(K noxville: The U niversity o f T ennessee Press, 1979).
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into regional studies would allow one to study structures that may no longer be there, or
are not present in such abundant concentrations as before. A precedent exists for this
practice. A recent example is architectural historian Gabrielle Lanier’s 2005 book The
Delaware Valley in the Early Republic: Architecture, Landscape, and Regional Identity,
which extensively utilizes Thomas Yorke’s 1888 photographic survey o f Delaware
Valley homes combined with her own fieldwork.110 Jack Larkin’s 2006 book Where We
Lived: Discovering the Places We Once Called Home, compares early American housing
across the country using 400 HABS photographs.111 Using Johnston’s archive for
regional analysis allows for more extensive comparison of building types throughout
Virginia, or between Virginia and the other eight states documented in the Carnegie
Survey. Given that these structures were photographed in the 1930s, the Survey
documents more surviving examples than are available for fieldwork today.
Johnston’s archive can be used to trace regional settlement and migration patterns
as well as ethnic building types. Johnston completed photographic surveys of 64 Virginia
counties (See Table 3 in the Appendix for a map o f surveyed counties). The history o f
settlement in Virginia follows general patterns. The earliest European settlement started
in the east and spread westwards. The English were concentrated along the coastal
Tidewater, Eastern Shore, and Northern Neck areas. The Scotch-Irish and the Germans
came down from Pennsylvania to settle in the Piedmont and mountain areas. A large
Quaker population moved to Virginia after increasingly tolerant legislation in 1705 and

110 G abrielle M. Lanier, The D elaw are Valley in the E arly Republic: Architecture, Landscape, and
R eg io n a l Identity (B altim ore: The Johns H opkins U niversity Press, 2005), 106.
111 A drian H iggins, “ W hen a H om e W asn ’t A s M uch o f a Castle: Sizing Up W ho W e Are— and W ere,”
W ashington P o st, 1 February 2007; Jack Larkin, Where We Lived: D iscovering the Places We Once C alled
H om e (N ew tow n, C onnecticut: Taunton Press w ith the N ational Trust for H istoric Preservation, 2006).
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1738. By 1776 fifteen monthly Society o f Friends meetings supported approximately
5,000 Quakers.

119

Enslaved and free African Americans lived throughout the state.

The buildings in the Carnegie Survey demonstrate these settlement patterns. In
Frederick County near Winchester, Johnston photographed a massive stone Quaker
Meeting House. Further south in Albemarle County, she documented Zion Church, a
distinctive octagonal building that housed an African-American congregation until it was
torn down in 1980. In southwest Virginia, the Scotch-Irish are represented in
photographs o f the M cDonald Stone House, a two-story stone structure in Botetourt
County, near the town o f Fincastle. Tidewater English construction is visible in
structures such as Little England in Gloucester County. German settlement is represented
in documentation o f structures such as the Zeigler house in Loudon County near
Middleburg.

112 David H ackett Fischer and Jam es C. Keliy, B o u n d A w ay: Virginia a n d the W estw ard M ovem ent
(C harlottesville: U niversity o f V irginia Press, 2000), 109.
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Fig. 11 Quaker Meeting House
Near Winchester, Frederick County, Virginia
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Fig. 12 Zion Church Exterior View
Covesville, Albemarle County, Virginia
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Fig. 13 McDonald Stone House Front and Side View
Near Fincastle, Botetourt County, Virginia
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Fig. 14 Little England
Gloucester County, Virginia
Many types o f regional information are contained in the Survey. The photographs
can be used to study floor plans, position of outbuildings, agricultural practices, interior
elements such as staircases and mantels, exterior appearance, landscape choices, gardens,
and house sitings. The authors o f A m erica’s Architectural Roots: Ethnic Groups that
Built America, describe the influence o f country o f origin and traditional building
patterns on the built environment created by colonial settlers.113 The diversity and range
o f the Survey allows the study o f dwellings and community structures such as mills and
churches both in local concentrations and across Virginia. By viewing many examples of
1lj Dell U pton, ed., A m e r ic a ’s A rch itectural Roots: E thnic G roups that B uilt A m erica (W ashington, D.C.,
The Preservation Press, 1986).
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building types across regions, one can better identify how they varied as well as any
shared influences. An electronic database o f the photographs would make it possible to
search within a certain geographic area or across the whole state for specific types of
structures. A list could be generated, accompanied by the images, so the buildings could
be compared side by side. Incorporating photographs from structures in Alabama,
Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, and South Carolina
also documented in the Carnegie Survey would allow even more variety and possibilities
for comparative analysis. Virginia migration patterns could be followed further into the
South and structures could be compared across states.
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CHAPTER V
VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE

A particular strength o f Johnston’s archive is its documentation o f vernacular
structures. Architectural historians Thomas Carter and Elizabeth Collins Cromley define
vernacular structures as the “architecture most people build and use, comprising buildings
that are commonly encountered.” 114 The vernacular structures of pre-Victorian America
included cabins, I-houses and other dwellings, livestock and tobacco bams, dairies,
corncribs, wells, mills, and stores along with many other buildings once common in the
landscape. These structures fulfilled crucial functions in the economy and social world of
early America. Barns protected farm ers’ agricultural livelihoods, while dairies, wells,
and corncribs were used for home food production. The waterpower of mills was used to
grind grain or saw wood, and mills often became a community gathering place. Stores
distributed consumer goods across the land. Consideration o f vernacular buildings is an
important element o f architectural history, even when one is focusing on high style
buildings. Vernacular buildings existed in alongside gentry buildings in complex
symbiotic relationships, and to study only the gentry buildings is to ignore the network of

114 T hom as C arter and Elizabeth C ollins C rom ley, Invitation to Vernacular A rchitecture: A G uide to the
S tu d y o f O rdinary B uildings a n d Landscapes (K noxville: The U niversity o f T ennessee Press, 2005), 8.
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their original use. Dell Upton places the beginning o f the study o f vernacular
architecture in the socially conscious environment o f the 1960s. He describes how the
“attention to social history has prodded architectural historians to broaden their vistas”
and move beyond the gentry focus that characterizes much o f the previous scholarship.115
With the establishment o f the vernacular architecture field, “Small farm houses, slave
houses, churches, courthouses, and farm buildings have all been added to the historical
record.” 116
What does Johnston’s archive have to offer for the study of vernacular
architecture? Given the era o f its creation, one would assume that the photographs would
be most useful for studying gentry buildings. However, Johnston possessed an unusual
interest in what would become known as vernacular buildings, and she carefully
documented these structures along with the larger buildings generally considered
important in the 1930s. In the interview with Mary Mason where she explained the
motivation o f the Carnegie Survey, Johnston explicitly identified vernacular buildings
when she explained that while many elite houses were well documented, “the old farm
houses, the mills, the log cabins o f the pioneers, the country stores, the taverns and inns,
in short those buildings that had to do with the everyday life o f the colonists had been
overlooked. In fact, no photographic records o f them existed.”

117

•
Realtor G.B. Lorraine

sent Johnston a July 23, 1934 news clipping that stated
For the first time a definite photographic record o f colonial architecture in
Accomac and Northampton counties is in the making. Miss Frances
Benjamin Johnston, of Washington, is now on the shore for this purpose.
The survey is concerned not so much with the large manor houses as with
115 Dell U pton, “N ew V iew s o f the V irginia Landscape,” The Virginia M agazine o f H istory a n d B iography
96, no. 4 (O ctober 1988): 434.
116 Ibid, 434.
117 Interview , Frances B enjam in Johnston interview ed by M ary M ason, FBJ C ollection, Reel 21.
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the type o f building used in the familiar and everyday life of the early
settlers. M any unusual examples o f Eastern Shore architecture have
already disappeared or are slowly crumbling into dust, but Miss Johnston
is receiving co-operation in locating homes, other buildings and gardens
118
whose existence was almost unsuspected.”
Working thirty years before the establishment o f the vernacular architecture field,
Johnston was acutely aware o f the fragility o f these buildings and the critical need to
document them.

Fig. 15 Quickmore Log Cabin Side and Front View
Amherst County, Virginia
The Carnegie Survey contains photographs o f mills, log cabins, taverns, weaving
houses, slave quarters, corncribs, well houses, barns, country stores, warehouses, law
118 “O ld A rchitecture is B eing Photographed,” The N ew s Leader, 23 July 1934, FBJ Collection, Reel 11.
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offices, plantations, gardens, toll-keeper’s houses, covered bridges, churches, graveyards,
fireplace mantels, staircases, debtor’s prisons, and an assortment o f agricultural
outbuildings. The spatial layout o f the multiple buildings on a site is revealed in
compositions that place other structures in the background to anchor their relationship to
each other, a feature that may be useful in archaeological excavations. A dwelling and its
outbuildings are documented as a cohesive unit.

Fig. 16 Quickmore Log Cabin
Main House with Cabin in Background
Amherst County, Virginia
Many more vernacular structures were still standing when Johnston did the Survey than
when non-gentry buildings became a popular area of study later in the century. The
diversity o f vernacular buildings, including barns, outbuildings, mills, and country stores
is a particularly valuable feature o f Johnston’s archive. Slave dwellings occur frequently
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in documentation o f outbuildings, which are a valuable record o f the conditions o f
African-American life. John Vlach, one o f the few contemporary scholars to make
extensive use o f Johnston’s archive, has published selections of Johnston’s photographs
o f slave quarters in works such as Back o f the Big House: The Architecture o f Plantation
Slavery.119 These buildings are documented in their regional concentrations alongside the
fancier buildings in the area. The inclusion o f all class levels o f buildings in the archive
allows a more representative portrayal o f the early American built environment.

Fig. 17 Boyd’s Tavern Front View of Building on Grounds
Near Short Pump, Albemarle County, Virginia

119 John M ichael V lach, B ack o f the B ig H ouse: The A rchitecture o f P lantation Slavery (C hapel Hill: The
U niversity o f N orth C arolina Press, 1993).
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Fig. 18 Boyd’s Tavern Structure on Grounds
Near Short Pump, Albemarle County, Virginia
The documentation o f vernacular buildings in the Carnegie Survey would enrich
the study o f vernacular architecture by incorporating fieldwork data that predates what is
considered the beginning o f the field. Camille Wells characterizes the founding o f the
Agricultural Buildings Survey by Edward Chappell in 1980 as a watershed moment in the
documentation o f vernacular structures when “close attention to early Virginia’s humble
•

•

*

outbuildings was new and mildly controversial.”

120

*

*

«

•

The project was initiated “to observe

and record thoroughly the colonial and early national outbuildings that still dotted the
Virginia countryside,” spurred by the “understanding that the condition and prospects o f

120 C am ille W ells, “The M ultistoried H ouse: T w entieth-C entury E ncounters with the D om estic
A rchitecture o f C olonial V irginia,” The Virginia M agazine o f H istory a n d B iography 106, no. 4 (A utum n
1998): 388.
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early Virginia’s surviving agricultural structures were even more dismal than were those
for most other early buildings.”

19 1

Johnston documented vernacular structures with the same concern fifty years
before the founding o f the Agricultural Buildings Survey, when more buildings were still
extant. Given the fragile state o f vernacular buildings, for many o f the structures in the
archive, Johnston’s photographs are now the only records. The Carnegie Survey contains
more diverse data than is possible to obtain from current extant structures. Combining
photographs o f vernacular structures with modern fieldwork would allow the study of
larger sample sizes, which could reveal previously unseen patterns and lead to new
discoveries. The use o f Johnston’s archive for the study o f vernacular architecture would
provide more data for regional variation, evolving forms, and could reveal new patterns
and nuances by including buildings lost to the vernacular threshold. Johnston’s concern
for documenting the structures o f everyday people before they disappeared was a major
motivation o f the survey. The archive is a gift to scholars today.

121 Ibid, “M ultistoried H ouse,” 388.
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Fig. 19 Country Store, Front View
Carter’s Bridge, Albemarle County, Virginia
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Fig. 20 M cClintock’s Cabin, Front and Side View
Albemarle County, Virginia

Fig. 21 Giddings Well House
Albemarle County, Virginia
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Fig. 22 Arthur Wright Farm
Frederick County, Virginia
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Fig. 23 Carver’s Old Mill, View of Wheel
Near Gordonsville, Albemarle County, Virginia
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Fig. 24 Debtor’s Prison, Front Detail
Accomac Court House, Accomac County, Virginia
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CHAPTER VI
VIRTUAL REALITY AND TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS

Johnston’s archive contains rich primary material well suited for a variety o f
m odem technological applications that were unknown at the time the Survey was
completed. The addition o f the Carnegie Survey’s resources to modern computer-aided
studies and projects will enrich what we know about the built environment and lead to
new discoveries. The archive’s age makes it even more valuable for reexamination, for at
the time o f the Survey many more structures were still extant, particularly fragile
vernacular structures. We have the opportunity to go back in time, aided with the
technical resources o f the 21st century. Three major technical applications o f Johnston’s
archive are searchable databases, virtual reality recreations, and viewshed analysis.
The creation o f a linked, searchable database would allow the photos to be viewed
by geographic context, building type, design style, or ethnic group. This would expand
the archive’s research potential by allowing groups of contextually related photographs to
be viewed together, thus revealing more information through comparison. This flexible
format would facilitate the study o f different aspects o f the archive and could easily
incorporate searches for new research concerns. Johnston specified the archive’s
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materials as copyright free, so theoretically this project would be possible. Library of
Congress collections management policies do not allow prints to be scanned by outside
parties, and the minimum purchase price o f a print is $25.00. An arrangement would
have to be made with the Library of Congress to complete this project, but it would be o f
profound value to many scholars and students as well as average citizens to have the
archive publicly accessible in such a format.
The refinement o f virtual reality computer technologies has spurred a movement
to create virtual reality models o f historic structures. The goal is to learn more about the
people o f past cultures by gaining a better understanding of the environments they lived
in. This rising field combines the attitudes of historic preservationists and social
historians with a desire to stimulate the senses. Historian Edward Ayers is a leading
figure in the digital history field. In a 2001 address, Ayers argued the importance of
... visualizing the past in images as well as words. We have vast amounts
of geographic information just sitting there waiting to be tapped.... but
historians have seldom depicted space in the same detail.... We start with
a landscape, our own postage-stamp o f the world, and we should imagine
it as fully as we can
Already, people are creating three-dimensional
models o f lost buildings and lost landscapes.... Surely a form of
scholarship will emerge to analyze those virtual structures in ways that
122
will reveal dimensions to the past we have never considered.
Ayers gives as examples “Charleston in 1800 or New Orleans in 1860 or Atlanta in
1900.... To walk through a plantation in 1850 or a lumber camp in 1910 or an African
American community in 1950.... There are human and fascinating ways to picture the
p a st... ways we have barely tried.”

123

172 Edw ard A yers, “ Final Plenary A ddress for the 75th A nniversary o f the Southern H istorical C ollection,”
available from h ttp://w w w .virginia.edu/history/events/southsern/S H C % 20talk.doc; IN TERN ET.
123 Ibid.
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Groups such as the Institute for Advanced Technology in the Humanities at the
University o f Virginia use computer software to create virtual images o f buildings.
Technology is an alternative to the physical changes required for building restoration.
Montpelier recently was restored to a conjectural version o f how it looked in M adison’s
time, which led to the removal o f all subsequent architectural fabric.124 This visual effect
could have been accomplished electronically through virtual reality recreations o f the
house at its various stages o f development, and no architectural evidence would have
been lost. Virtual reality technology is powerful tool that can preserve buildings from
being permanently altered or destroyed as well as recreate buildings that no longer
exist— such as those meticulously documented in Johnston’s archive.
Johnston’s archive could translate hundreds o f buildings into virtual reality if it
were used as a resource, most o f them buildings that no longer exist. Currently,
archaeological evidence and architectural analysis are the means by which these models
are constructed, but Johnston’s archive has the advantage o f providing detailed records of
buildings that were still standing. While the features o f the building may have been
altered, the photographs offer more o f the original fabric o f the house than foundations
and modern educated guesses. Johnston also documented many buildings in a pre
restoration state, which provides a valuable record of a structure before alterations by
twentieth-century architects. Using the Carnegie Survey photographs with virtual reality
software would allow for more detailed, complete recreations.

124 “R estoring M ontpelier,” Jam es M ad iso n ’s M ontpelier; available from
http ://w w w .m ontpelier.org/restoration/restoration.cfm ; IN TER N ET.
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Fig. 25 Rear o f Edgemont, Charlottesville, Virginia, prior to restoration

Fig. 26 Front o f Edgemont prior to restoration
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Fig. 27 M odern picture o f Edgemont after restoration by Milton Grigg
A growing field related to virtual reality is the study of viewscapes, or viewshed
analysis. Viewshed analysis uses GIS technology and topographic information,
combined with data about past landscape environments, to create an approximate image
o f what earlier people saw. Used in a range o f historic contexts including prehistoric
groups, the technology studies what people could see, how far they could see, and how
the geographic siting o f settlement affected the experience of daily life. Technological
innovations are also providing new information about the flora of the past.
Archaeologists are studying phytoliths and garden evidence discovered during
excavations to determine previous landscape environments. These concerns are now
expressed in the interpretation o f historical sites. Recently the Thomas Jefferson
Foundation spent fifteen million dollars to purchase Montalto, the large mountain next to
Monticello. Threatened with a housing development, the land was acquired to preserve
what Jefferson saw out o f the windows o f Monticello, or his viewscape. The Foundation
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asserts the importance o f Montalto in the physical experience of Monticello, and has
begun interpreting the mountain with special tours.

19^

The Carnegie Survey is full o f this sort o f information. Johnston also paid
particular attention to the views o f past people. A series in the Carnegie Survey often
includes a photograph that recorded the view experienced at a particular location that
would have been seen by previous residents.

Fig. 28 Gibbs Hill View of Countryside
Staunton, Augusta County, Virginia

125 H aw es S pencer and R osalind W arfield-B row n, “ M oving a m ountain: H ow M onticello got M ontalto
back,” The H o o k #305 (F ebruary 5, 2004); available from
h ttp ://w w w .readthehook.com /S tories/2004/02/05/coverM ovingA M ountainH ow M on.htm l; IN TERN ET.
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Johnston’s conscious attention to these details is reinforced by her photograph titles,
which she often labeled “View o f Garden from House,” usually followed by “View of
House from Garden.” The Carnegie Survey images include generous documentary
coverage o f landscape in relation to the built environment, including some photographs
that are entirely landscape. Johnston’s sensitivity to the influence of surrounding
landscape was developed by her earlier commissions photographing gardens and her
lecture circuits giving talks on the plant life illustrated in her photos. The 1930s
landscape had less disturbance o f topography and visual clutter from subsequent
development than the environments available to those attempting viewshed fieldwork
currently. Johnston’s images o f lost landscapes are excellent raw material for new
viewshed analyses.
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CONCLUSION

Johnston’s archive is a forgotten treasure. The images in the Carnegie Survey
have the potential to be used in a variety o f modern applications. Studies of regionalism
and vernacular architecture will benefit from the inclusion o f Johnston’s fieldwork
photographs. The pictorial archive contains a rich source o f primary material for use in
the developing fields o f digital history, virtual reality, and other technological
reconstructions. Kay and Sue Thompson captured the importance o f Johnston’s
achievement in their 1945 article “First Lady o f the Lens: The pioneer of camera
journalism is too busy to stop,” describing, “Clearly her photographic eye envisioned
what the rest o f the country could not see.... unless a photographic record for posterity
was made— and soon— the tales old structures tell so truthfully would be lost forever.”

126

In a 1936 speech at a Quota Club dinner, Johnston stated, “I have been able to reach
many o f my ideals and see some o f my best dreams come true, as in these last years of
work in research in Colonial Architecture.”

127

•

Johnston succeeded in making this

photographic record o f old structures for posterity, but the archive is o f little use if it is

126 K ay and Sue T hom pson, “First Lady o f the Lens: The pioneer o f cam era journalism is too busy to
stop,” The W oman w ith W o m a n ’s D igest (Dec. 1945): 61, FBJ Collection, Reel 34.
127 Frances Benjam in Johnston, “N otes for infonnal talk by Frances Benjam in Johnston at the Q uota Club
dinner, February 2 0 th 1936,” FBJ C ollection, Reel 21.
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ignored and neglected by those who could learn from its contents. It is time to rediscover
this treasure and appreciate what it contains.

Fig. 29 Trent Mill Covered Bridge
Buckingham County, Virginia
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APPENDIX

Table 1: Criteria for HABS Documentation
Category Elements
Criteria Categories
Planning a survey:
Scope o f subjects to be determined
Historic periods
Avoiding duplication
Planning projects:
Architectural importance
Deterioration and threat o f demolition
Local cooperation
Geographic distribution
New fields of scholarly study
Criteria for selecting structures: Historic district and area studies
Threat of destruction or modification
Accessibility at special times
State of the structure
Historical data available
Historical and architectural interest
Industrial significance
Civil engineering
Fragments
Typicality and cultural interest
Rarity
Assistance to historians and preservationists

128 M cK ee, R ecording H istoric B uildings, 8-17.
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Table 2: A Comparison of Criteria for Documenting Structures
In the Historic American Buildings Survey and the Carnegie Survey
Methodology of
HABS Criteria
Harley M cKee’s
The Carnegie Survey
description of criteria
Scope o f
Scope will be “determined by the The age o f buildings Johnston
documented in the Carnegie
subjects to be
purpose o f the survey and the
Survey range from very early
surveyed
interests o f those who make it....
surviving structures to preHABS, as a whole and for
Victorian nineteenth century
individual projects, aims for a
buildings.
balance o f all types.” 129
The buildings in the Carnegie
Historic Periods
“There is a natural interest in an
Survey encompass colonial
area’s earliest buildings and for
that reason HABS emphasizes the architecture, Roman Revival,
recording o f those periods. These Greek Revival, and various
vernacular structures, with an
early structures are often the
emphasis on early colonial
rarest types and are the most
buildings.
likely to be in a poor state of
preservation, making it all the
more important to consider them
for recording.” 130
“It is important to determine
Johnston was concerned about
Avoiding
what,
if
anything,
has
been
avoiding duplication, so Isabella
Duplication
N eff Burnet compiled a list of
previously recorded or published
in the given area. Structures
“photographic collections now
existing, covering the counties
which have been covered
132
adequately may, as a rule, be
within the new survey.”
eliminated from further
consideration, although
occasionally additional recording
may be desired.” 131
“The existence in an area o f a
Consultation with Waterman,
Architectural
Grigg, and Campbell revealed
number o f unrecorded structures,
importance
which structures they felt
which possess intrinsic merit,
possessed architectural
notably illustrate their type or
period, represent known
importance, but Johnston also
129 Ibid, 8.
1,0 Ibid, 8.
m Ibid, 9.
1,2 L etter from Isabella N e ff Burnet to Frances Benjam in Johnston, January 2, 1934, The Collection o f
Frances B enjam in Johnston, M anuscripts D ivision, The Library o f C ongress, W ashington, D.C., Reel 11.
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architects, builders, or craftsmen,
or have a significant place in the
development o f construction,
building type, or style, makes a
strong case for the allocation o f a
recording project.” 133
Deterioration
and threat of
demolition

“An area where a number of
historic buildings are
deteriorating, or where extensive
demolition is anticipated,
deserves a high priority.” 134

Local
cooperation

“A large part o f HABS recording
is done through cooperation with
historical and preservation
organizations.” 135

Geographic
distribution

“State, regional, and city
programs need to take the
geographical distribution into
account. Areas where but little
recording has been done, or
where the historic architecture
has been inadequately published,
deserve special consideration.” 136

133 M cK ee, 9-10.
134 M cK ee, 10.
135 Ibid, 10.
136 Ibid, 10.

documented buildings she felt
important, especially functional
and agricultural buildings. The
Survey’s documentation o f
buildings in architecturally rich
Albemarle County is particularly
extensive.
Johnston photographed ruins,
falling-down houses, and even
foundations, such as Green
Spring in James City County.
Many o f the structures in the
Survey were in advanced stages
o f decline and now no longer
exist [see Fig. 9]. Johnston’s
captions for the photographs
include notations on several
prints that the buildings were no
longer extant.
Johnston’s skills at social
networking were well suited for
this project. She established
contacts throughout the state with
individuals whose homes she
photographed and could provide
an introduction to other local
homeowners. She maintained
these relationships through
written correspondence and
sometimes returned to take
additional photographs o f a house
in a different season o f the year.
Johnston studied early settlement
patterns and colonial roadways to
plan areas to survey. Johnston’s
photographs are organized by
county and follow Virginia’s
patterns of settlement, stretching
from the coastal Tidewater up to
the Northern Neck and out across
the Piedmont. The Germans and
Scotch-Irish of the Shenandoah
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New fields o f
scholarly study

“It is important to keep abreast of
expanding scholarly interests by
taking into account such new
directions as urban design,
industrial archeology, and periods
o f architecture which have
previously attracted little
attention. From time to time it is
well to take a fresh look at the
subjects being recorded.” 137

Historic district
and area studies

“Sometimes many of the
structures in a block or other area
form a group which is interesting
for its homogeneity, diversity, or
because it represents a culture....
Even when only part o f the
structures are to be recorded, it is
advantageous to consider the
13R
entire area as a unit.”
“A significant structure,
imminently threatened, demands
special attention. If a building is
about to be demolished or its
character changed by remodeling,
it is important to have
photographs made, if not
drawings. Equal concern should
be felt if restoration is
contem plated__ recording a
building that is carefully
maintained is less urgent than
•

Threat o f
destruction or
modification

137 Ibid, 10.
138 Ibid, 11.

Valley are represented by a
collection o f structures
photographed in the Winchester
area.
By documenting a wide range of
structures in the built
environment, including diverse
specialized outbuildings, quarters,
and mills as well as the handsome
gentry structures favored by
scholars at the time, Johnston
created an archive that could
support research from future
fields o f scholarly study,
including vernacular architecture,
regionalism, and virtual reality
recreation. By emphasizing the
collection o f many different
building types, the archive is less
limited by the scholarly concerns
o f the time of its creation.
Johnston created area studies with
her county surveys. The 1927
Fredericksburg project was a
historic district study.

•

Johnston was careful to document
fragile outbuildings and
vernacular structures, as well as
dwellings in a poor state o f
repair. She took pre-restoration
photographs of houses that were
later changed significantly, such
as Edgemont.
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Accessibility at
special times

State o f the
structure

recording one threatened by
1TQ
destruction nor change.”
“Access to a building during
demolition, remodeling, or
restoration often makes it
possible to find important details
exposed, which would not
otherwise be observable.” 140
“Buildings which have remained
as they were originally, are
highly desirable to record
because they illustrate exactly a
given period. Their value is
further enhanced if the setting
and auxiliary buildings also
remain unchanged.” 141

Historical data
available

“The present state o f historical
knowledge about a given
structure is an important factor,
since it is preferable to record
those about which the most facts
are known or are likely to be
ascertained.” 142

Historical and
architectural
interest

“For the purposes of selection,
history and architecture ought to
be given equal weight. Some
buildings with important
historical associations have little
or no architectural interest; the
reverse is also true.” 143

Industrial
significance

“Increasing interest in the
development o f technology and

Johnston photographed structural
information when she had the
opportunity, especially in mills.

Attention to the documentation of
setting and auxiliary buildings is
one of the main stylistic features
of Johnston’s work. Given that
her fieldwork began 80 years ago,
many of the buildings
documented were in a less altered
state than those remaining for
study today.
Johnston’s personal papers
contain records of the owner of
each dwelling she photographed.
Typed card catalog records in the
Prints and Photographs Reading
Room at the Library o f Congress
contain additional information
about the history and ownership
of each site, where it is known.
Johnston documented many types
o f vernacular structures not
considered architecturally
significant in the 1930s. Johnston
recorded them anyway to create a
more representative historical
record. Johnston also asked
Charles Peterson for
recommendations of structures to
photograph, and he sent a list of
“houses... especially important
for some architectural feature.” 144
Johnston photographed mills,
bridges, warehouses,

139 Ibid, 11.
140 Ibid, 11.
141 Ibid, 11-2.
142 Ibid, 12.
143 Ibid, 12.
144 L etter from C harles Peterson to Frances Benjam in Johnston, 16 M arch 1934, FBJ Collection, Reel 1 1.
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Civil
engineering

Fragments

Typicality and
cultural interest

Rarity

awareness o f the importance of
industry in the evolution o f our
national culture have served to
focus attention on the physical
remains o f the early industrial
age.” 145
“ ... the increasing attention being
given by civil engineers to the
history o f their profession
justifies a substantial expansion
o f recording activity for
structures which occupy an
important place in that
history.” 146
“ ... when some rare, important,
or beautiful detail is encountered
in a building otherwise devoid of
interest, the detail should be
recorded even though a full
record is not made o f the rest.” 147
“Although two buildings seldom
are alike in all particulars there
are some which can be
considered especially
representative of a series, kind,
region, period, culture, or way of
life, and therefore valuable.
Simple structures such as
workmen’s houses or slave
quarters can be as important to
record as more elaborate and
fashionable ones, in this
respect.a 148
“Structures which are uncommon
in character, or which have
uncommon features, are often of
great interest and deserve the
close attention o f anyone making
a survey. The same is true of
good examples o f a kind which

143 M cK ee, R ecording H istoric B uildings, 12.
146 Ibid, 15.
147 Ibid, 15.
148 Ibid, 15.

marketplaces, weaving houses,
and other buildings important for
early technology.

Civil engineering was not a
prominent aspect of architecture
in the time period Johnston was
documenting, but she included
records o f covered bridges and
other structures.

The Carnegie Survey contains
photographic series for sites
where the documentary emphasis
is on a particular detail, not the
structure itself.
This category o f buildings is what
Johnston was most interested in
documenting, and their
representation in the Carnegie
Survey reflects her interest.

Johnston documented unusual
structures, such as a garden house
or a grotto, but she also was
careful to document oncecommon vernacular structures
that were becoming rare due to
the vernacular threshold.
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Assistance to
historians and
preservationists

149 Ibid, 15.
1 5 0 t u .v i

i

was once numerous, but of which
only a few remain.” 149
“Research and publication on the
history o f American architecture
are matters o f basic concern. The
interchange between scholars and
historical institutions is widely
recognized as mutually
beneficial.” 150

Johnston enlisted the support and
collaboration o f the Library of
Congress, the University of
Virginia, and the foremost
architectural historians of the
time.
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Table 3: Virginia Counties Surveyed by Johnston for the Carnegie Survey

INDEPENDENTOPES
I Afcantiria
21 Lynchburg

2 Word

22 Manassas
23 M
anassas Par*
24 Martinsville
5 CtiarEottsswL*
25 Newort News
26 Norfolk
G Chesapeake
2? Norton
7 Clifton Forge
8 Colonial Heigits 28 Petersburg
9 Cowigror
29 Poquoson
30 Portsmouth
10 Damnlie
11 Empona
31 Radford
12 Fairfax
32 Rebisond
13 Falls Oturcb
33 Roanoke
34 Salem
14 Fnnkliti
15 Fredericksburg 35 Staunton
16 Galax
------------36 SenoU
1 ? H am pton
37 Viratiia Beach
18 Harrssr.Du'i 38 Waynesboro
19 Hspewell
39 W lliamibtn
40 Winchester
20 Unr^top

3 Bristol

4 B u c n sfe ta

LOUDOUN

y-MUNGTON

A
U
G
U
ST
*

O® IALBEMARLE
NELSON
AMHERST

CHCKEN-

VSON

CAM PBELL

rAfflHIEU

WASHWGTDN

uwaooiE
cwrsoN

C A ftR O U

PATKCX

HAUfW

UL/SOUTH i{
*MPT0H
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Table 4: Photographs Taken for the Fredericksburg Survey151
County
Spotsylvania152
Images
285
Structures
42
Sites Recorded
Mrs. Ebert’s Store, Brompton, Cabins George & Water Streets, Row o f Cabins Water
Street, Cabin, Barton Street, Cabin, Liberty Street, Cabins, Upper Main Street, Factory
Street, St. George Fitzhugh House & Outbuildings, Brick House, Brick House, Brick
House, Princess Anne Street, Old Tavern & Cabin, Faquier Street, Houses on Water
Street from Bridge, Main Street House, Gov. Hill House, Cabin, Princess Anne Street,
M erchant’s Stores and Offices, Daniel’s House, Federal Hill, Boswell House, William
Henry Fitzhugh House, Brick Row, George Street, Dabney House, now Lincoln Bank,
John Paul Jones House, Kenmore, Miss D oggett’s House, The Quarters, Lang House,
Frame House on Main Street, Hugh M ercer Apothecary Shop, City Hall, Market Yard,
St. George’s Church, President Monroe Law Offices, Masonic Cemetary, President
M onroe’s Domicile, Carmichael House, Presbyterian Church, Dr. Charles Mortimer
House, Coghill House, Sentry Box, Miss Eliza Roy’s House, Rising Sun Tavern,
Spinning House, Mary W ashington House, Ferry Farm, Gunnery Springs, The Knight
House, W arehouses, Falls Cottage, Fall Hill, Snowden House, Oakley, Port Royal,
Chatham

151 Based on records in the FBJ C ollection, Reel 27.
152 Jo h n sto n ’s records note that 2 im ages o f Port Royal w ere taken in C aroline County during the
F rederickburg Survey.
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Table 5: Alphabetical County List of Virginia Photographs in
the Carnegie Survey
County
Accomac
Year
1934
Images
93
Structures
23
Sites Recorded
Ailworth Cottage, Bowman's Folly, Chincoteague Farm, Coard Farm Flouse, Drummond
Mill, Debtor's Prison, Margaret Custis House, The Folly aka Mock Farm, Goffigan
House Ruins, Guy Cottage, Hedrick Farm, Hill Farm, Mount Custis, Ross House, St.
James Rectory, Needas Farm, Ohio, Porch on House, Rogers House, Roseland, Rose
Cottage, Warwick, West House
County
Albemarle
Year
1926-1935
Images
270
Structures
53
Sites Recorded
Antrim House, The Barracks, Boyd's Tavern, Porch on House, House, Garth Road
House, Burned House, House, Carver's Old Mill, Castle Hill, Fry House and Farm called
Viewmont, Cochran's Mill, Country Store, Edgemont, Enniscorthy, Ashlawn, Estoutville,
Farmington, Ferndale, Giddings, Hamstead, Harris House, Peter Jefferson House,
Johnston's Mill House, Keswick, Lafayette Hill, Lee House, Maxfield, McClintock's
Cabin, Michie's Old Tavern, Mirador, Monticola, Moon Place, Oglesby, Old Cabin, Plain
Dealing, Redlands, Cabin, Quarters (Remodelled), The Riggory, Rose Hill (William Wirt
House), Rose Hill, Sampson Farm (Findowrie), Sampson House, Tallwood, Tavern,
University o f Virginia, Waddell, Windsor (Outbuildings), Woodville, Wynde Knowe,
Yancey's Mill now Green Teapot Inn
County
Allegheny
Year
1935
Images
2
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
Crow ’s Tavern

l5j Based on records in the FBJ C ollection, Reel 27.
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County
Amherst
Year
1935
Images
6
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
Quickmore Log Cabin
County
Appomattox
Year
1935
Images
5
Structures
2
Sites Recorded
Brick House Farm, Appomattox Court House
County
Arlington
Year
not given
Images
3
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
Washington G olf and Country Club
County
Augusta
Year
1930
Images
15
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
Gibbs Hill
County
Bedford
Year
1935
Images
10
Structures
3
Sites Recorded
Poplar Forest, Welboume, Sandusky (Doorway)
County
Botetourt
Year
1934
Images
8
Structures
3
Sites Recorded
Greenfield, McDonald Farm, McDonald Stone House
County
Year
Images
Structures

Buckingham
1934
23
3
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Sites Recorded
Bellmont, Buckingham Court House, Covered Bridge
County
Caroline
Year
1926-1935
Images
38
Structures
8
Sites Recorded
Gaymont, The Mansion, Mt. Gideon, Oakley, Oakridge, Ormsby, North Wales, St. Julien
County
Campbell
Year
1931-1935
Images
31
Structures
2
Sites Recorded
M artha’s Farm, Graves Mill and Cabin
County
Charles City
Year
1931-1935
Images
102
Structures
10
Sites Recorded
Glebe House (HABS), Greenway (HABS), Kittiewan, Lom a Hund, Lower Weyanoke,
Montpelier, Shirley and Dependencies, Shirley (Carter-Nelson Silver), Weyanoke,
Westover
County
Chesterfield
Year
1933-1935
Images
29
Structures
3
Sites Recorded
Castlewood, Frazier’s Tavern, M inor Houses
County
Clark
Year
1933
Images
17
Structures
4
Sites Recorded
Helm, Store (Neoclassic Design), Ruined Slave Quarters, Stone House and Quarters
County
Dinwiddie
Year
1933
Images
42
Structures
8
Sites Recorded
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Battersea, House (Steps), Lloyd House, Minor Houses, Old Tavern, On Ettricks, Wales,
Mansions
County
Essex
Year
1935
Images
13
Structures
3
Sites Recorded
Bathhurst (HABS), Blandfields [sic], Customs House
County
Fairfax
Year
1920-1932
Images
66
Structures
11
Sites Recorded
Broadwater House, The Blue Door, Colross Manor, Gardiner Booth House, Gardiner
House, McGuire House, Moore House, Murray House, Smoot Gardens, House on Route
20, W ellington
County
Fauquier
Year
1929-1934
Images
80
Structures
7
Sites Recorded
Barrett House, Belvoir, North Wales Country Club, Scalesby, Flower Studies (Garden
Group), W arrenton Country School, Warrenton Flower Show
County
Fluvanna
Year
1931
Images
39
Structures
4
Sites Recorded
Lower Bremo, Bremo, Bremo Recess, Bremo, Adobe House
County
Frederick
Year
1931
Images
11
Structures
2
Sites Recorded
Glen Burnie, Wright Farm
County
Gloucester
Year
1935
Images
65
Structures
11
Sites Recorded
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House at Ark, Glebe House (HABS), Kempville, Little England, Mt. Prodigal, Ordinary,
Purtan, Roaring Springs, Rose Hill, Rosewell (Ruins) (HABS), Toddsbury
County
Goochland
Year
1936
Images
33
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
Tuckahoe
County
Halifax
Year
1935
Images
2
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
G reen’s Folly
County
Hanover
Year
1935-1936
Images
27
Structures
7
Sites Recorded
Buckeye, Hickory Hill, Montevideo, Old Tavern, Rocketts, Rural Plains (HABS),
Scotchtown (HABS)
County
Henrico
Year
1927-1936
Images
305
Structures
11
Sites Recorded
Agecroft, Gill House, Reveille, 1 Main Street, 1800 Monument Avenue, Reededale,
Nordley, Taylor House, Trigg House, Buckhead Springs, Virginia House
County
Isle o f Wight
Year
1935
Images
10
Structures
4
Sites Recorded
Court House (HABS), Farm, Jordan, W indsor Castle
County
James City
Year
1935
Images
39
Structures
9
Sites Recorded
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Green Spring, Kings Mill [sic], Williamsburg, Peyton Randolph House, Court House,
Powhatan, Secretary’s Office, Warburton House, Wythe House
County
King and Queen
Year
1934
Images
18
Structures
6
Sites Recorded
Dixon, The Glebe for Drysdale Parish, Hillsborough (HABS), Hockley, Little Plymouth,
White Hall
County
King George
Year
1935
Images
16
Structures
3
Sites Recorded
Hamstead, Mansion, Twiford
County
King William
Year
1935
Images
48
Structures
12
Sites Recorded
Chelsea, Court House, Dublin Mill, The Mount, Mammy House, Piping Tree Ferry
House, Retreat (HABS), Village Houses, Roseville (HABS), Sweet Hall, Seven Springs,
Waterville
County
Lancaster
Year
1935
Images
4
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
Bewdley Ruins
County
Loudon
Year
1924-1931
Images
245
Structures
22
Sites Recorded
Foxcroft School, Oak Hill, Benton, Middleburg Flower Show, Oatlands, Rogers House,
Rockland, Rust Portraits, E. Marshall Rust, School House, John Hanny House, Mountain
Home, Green Level, Montressor, Temple Hall, House, Yellott Farm, House, Cabin, Mill,
House, Zeigler House
County
Year

Louisa
1935

88

Images
14
Structures
6
Sites Recorded
Boswell’s Tavern, Farm House, Hawkwood, Farmhouse, Ionia, Valentines Mill
County
M adison
Y ear
193 5
Images
3
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
Woodberry Forest
County
Mathews
Year
1935
Images
18
Structures
4
Sites Recorded
Auburn, Green Plains, Hesse, Tide Mill
County
Mecklenburg
Year
1935
Images
10
Structures
3
Sites Recorded
Bett’s Place, Farm House, Prestwould
County
Middlesex
Year
1935
Images
10
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
Wilton-on-the-Planktatank
County
Montgomery
Year
1935
Images
8
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
Fothering Gay
County
Nansemond
Year
1935
Images
2
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
Pembroke (HABS)
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County
Nelson
Year
1935
Images
14
Structures
3
Sites Recorded
Cabell House, Soldier’s Joy, Union Hill
County
New Kent
Year
1935
Images
16
Structures
4
Sites Recorded
Apperson Farm, The Castle (HABS), Christ’s Cross (HABS), The Tavern
County
Northampton
Year
1934-1935
Images
57
Structures
14
Sites Recorded
Brownsville, Cessford, Debtor’s Prison, Eastville Court House, Eastville Inn, Elkington,
Eyre Hall, Ingleside, Kendall Grove, Old Birds Nest, Tankard’s Rest, Vancluse [sic],
Hard Farm, Wellington
County
Northumberland
Year
1935
Images
19
Structures
5
Sites Recorded
Cobbs Hall, Ditchley, Hard Bargain, Heathville [sic] Tavern, Mantua
County
Orange
Year
1930-1934
Images
49
Structures
5
Sites Recorded
Barboursville, Lochiel, Inn, Montebello, Montpelier
County
Pittsylvania
Year
1935
Images
36
Structures
8
Sites Recorded
Ba[che]lor’s Hall, Berry Hill, D an’s Hill (HABS), Michaux, Moses House, Mountain
View, Oak Hill, Willow Oaks
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County
Powhatan
Year
1935
Images
9
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
The Wigwam
County
Prince George
Year
1935
Images
77
Structures
2
Sites Recorded
Brandon, Upper Brandon
County
Prince William
Year
1933
Images
4
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
Dumfries Ruins (HABS)
County
Princess Anne
Year
1933-1935
Images
64
Structures
16
Sites Recorded
Boush House, Dey House, Fairfield Farm, Eastwood, Henley, Huggin House, Keeling
(HABS), The Kellans, Ruben Lovett House, Murray, Pleasant Hall, Salisbury Plains,
Weblin, Thoroughgood, W olFs Snare, Johnathan Woodhouse Plantation
County
Richmond
Year
1935
Images
41
Structures
4
Sites Recorded
Bladensfield, Menokin, Mount Airy (HABS), Sabine Hall
County
Roanoke
Year
1935
Images
35
Structures
9
Sites Recorded
Buena Visa, Bushong, Farm House, Garst Log House, Hobby Horse Farm, Horton
House, Trout’s Farm, Log Farm House, Raleigh Tavern
County

Spotsylania (see Table 4 for earlier Fredericksburg pictures)
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Year
1933-1935
Images
22
Structures
10
Sites Recorded
Alsop Farm, Cox House, Gayle Farm, Haley Farm, Hazel Hill, Log Cabin, Oak Cottage,
Reynolds House, Wigg Hill, Ziekiel Farm
County
Stafford
Year
not recorded
Images
53
Structures
21
Sites Recorded
Belmont, Kate Waller Barrett House, Courthouse, Cabin Adjoining Courthouse, Basil
Gordon Warehouse, Old Eagle Tavern, M cduff Green Warehouse, Old Warehouse, Frank
H ill’s Old Store, Old Stone Bakery, Barnes House & Forbes House, Old Cabin on Fall
Run, Brook’s House, Gordon Green Terrace, Mrs. Ellis Store, William Burton House,
Union Church, Dr. Jett’s Farm, Brooks Home, Old Dunbar Quarters, Doorway, House on
Hill
County
Surry
Year
1933-1936
Images
44
Structures
9
Sites Recorded
Bacon’s Castle (HABS), Claremont Manor, Four Mile Tree, Melville, Pleasant Point
(HABS), Rich Neck, Rolfe House, Tavern, Walnut Valley
County
Warren
Year
1935
Images
9
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
Mt. Zion
County
Warwick
Year
1935
Images
10
Structures
2
Sites Recorded
Jones House, Poor Farm
County
Westmoreland
Year
1935
Images
41
Structures
6
Sites Recorded
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Kiman, Peckatone (Kitchen), Wilmington, Wilton, Stratford, Wakefield
County
York
Year
1935
Images
47
Structures
5
Sites Recorded
Kiskikiak [sic], Paul Cottage, Shields (HABS), Customs House (HABS), York Hall
(HABS)

Table 6: Alphabetical County List of Photographs of Virginia Churches
the Carnegie Survey
County
Albemarle
Year
1935
Images
1
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
Zion Church
County
Alexandria
Year
1930
Images
2
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
Christ Church
County
Arlington
Year
1930
Images
2
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
Presbyterian Meeting House
County
Augusta
Year
1930
Images
4
Structures
2
Sites Recorded
Old Stone Church, Fort Defiance, Tinkling Springs Church
County
Accomac
Year
1930
Images
4
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
St. George’s Church
County
Year
Images

Campbell
1935
3
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Structures
1
Sites Recorded
Quaker Meeting House
County
Charles City
Year
1935
Images
4
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
W estover Church
County
Culpeper
Year
1930
Images
5
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
Little Forks Church
County
Dinwiddie
Year
1930
Images
5
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
Blandford Church
County
Elizabeth City
Year
1930
Images
1
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
St. Johns Church
County
Essex
Year
1930
Images
4
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
V auter’s Church
County
Fairfax
Year
1930
Images
14
Structures
2
Sites Recorded
Falls Church, Pohick Church
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County
Frederick
Year
1930
Images
3
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
Quaker Meeting House
County
Gloucester
Year
1930
Images
15
Structures
2
Sites Recorded
Abingdon Church, Ware Church
County
Hanover
Year
1930
Images
3
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
Fork Church
County
Henrico
Year
1930
Images
4
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
St. John’s Church
County
Isle o f Wight
Year
1930
Images
6
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
St. Luke’s Church (HABS)
County
James City
Year
not given
Images
19
Structures
3
Sites Recorded
Hickory Neck Church, Bruton Parish Church, Jamestown Church
County
Year
Images
Structures

Ring George
not given
9
2
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Sites Recorded
Lam b’s Creek Church, St. Paul’s Church
County
King William
Year
not given
Images
7
Structures
2
Sites Recorded
Mangohick Church, St. John’s Church
County
Lancaster
Year
not given
Images
14
Structures
2
Sites Recorded
St. M ary’s Church, Christ Church (HABS)
County
Louisa
Year
not given
Images
3
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
Providence Church (Presbyterian)
County
Madison
Year
not given
Images
4
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
Heberon
County
Middlesex
Year
not given
Images
5
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
Christ Church
County
Nansemond
Year
not given
Images
6
Structures
2
Sites Recorded
Glebe Church, St. John’s Church
County

New Kent

97

Year
not given
Images
2
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
St. Peter’s Church
County
Norfolk
Year
not given
Images
4
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
St. Paul’s Church
County
Northampton
Year
not given
Images
6
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
H unger’s Church
County
Prince Edward
Year
not given
Images
5
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
Briery Church
County
Prince George
Year
not given
Images
3
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
M erchant’s Hope Church
County
Princess Anne
Year
not given
Images
5
Structures
2
Sites Recorded
Donation Church, Eastern Shore Chapel
County
Richmond
Year
not given
Images
5
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
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Famham Church
County
Rockbridge
Year
not given
Images
2
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
Old Stone Church
County
Stafford
Year
not given
Images
6
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
Aquia Church
County
Surry
Year
not given
Images
4
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
Lower Surry Church
County
Westmoreland
Year
not given
Images
5
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
Yeocomico Church
County
York
Year
not given
Images
4
Structures
1
Sites Recorded
Grace Church
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